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Abstract
It has often been claimed that bisimulation makes distinctions that cannot be observed in prac-
tice. Abramsky and Vickers proposed an algebraic framework based on quantales for describing
observations on concurrent processes without hidden transitions and used it in order to provide
an “observational explanation” of several process equivalences, ranging from Hoare trace equiv-
alence to ready-simulation. We follow their approach and argue that (strong) bisimulation can
be explained in the same way, at least in the case of “image-computable” labelled transition
systems. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Many notions of process equivalence, formulated in a variety of frameworks, exist
in the literature. A few examples are trace equivalence [18], the testing equivalences
of [26, 16], refusal testing [28], ready-simulation [7, 8], 2-nested simulation [15] and
bisimulation [27, 24]. See van Glabbeek [11] for a detailed survey.
Process equivalences usually are, even if implicitly, related to some notion of ob-
servation whereby the observable behaviour of any two equivalent processes should
be indistinguishable. Bisimulation is usually regarded as the !nest equivalence for
which the distinctions made are exactly those that can possibly be ascertained by any
observer, but some controversy has surrounded this issue [2, 7, 8, 21]. Milner [23] de-
scribed a “button-pushing” scenario in which we should be able to distinguish any
non-bisimilar processes, but that requires the user to have a good deal of control over
non-determinism — being able to test a machine under all possible ambient (“weather”)
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conditions. Abramsky [2] proposed a solution in the style of the testing equivalences
of [26], involving a notion of global testing. In his own words:
“We need to be able, at some point inside a test, to enumerate all runs of some
subtest. [: : :] However, the ability to do the enumeration in the !rst place may be
taken as objectionable [: : :] on the grounds that we are in some way making what
should be unobservable observable”.
Bloom et al. [7, 8] adopted a diGerent standpoint and claimed that bisimulation can-
not be a congruence with respect to any “reasonable” process constructions, if we
take observations to be completed traces. However, Groote [14] showed that opera-
tors speci!able in the ntyft=ntyxt format can distinguish non-bisimilar processes, even
if observations are just traces. Although such operators do not involve global testing
explicitly, its power is indirectly achieved by using rules with negative premises, to-
gether with a form of existential quanti!cation (“lookahead”), in the speci!cations of
transition systems.
In order to unify much of the work on process equivalences, and to make explicit
the notions of observation involved, Abramsky and Vickers [5] introduced an alge-
braic framework with which they could handle several examples, ranging from trace
equivalence to ready-simulation, in a uniform way. The framework is based on taking
quantales [25, 32, 5] to be algebras of 3nite observations (or indeed logics, in the sense
of algebraic logic), a generalization of topological ideas suggested by Vickers [33], and
it gives us an algebraic (or logical) handle on observations rather than on processes.
In addition, quantale modules [20, 5] can be seen as algebras of 3nitely observable
properties. An important aspect of that work is also that it provides a basis on which
to synthesize operational, denotational and axiomatic semantics, the latter being based
on the logical (algebraic) structure of observations and observable properties. Such
a synthesis can be seen as a generalization of previous work of Abramsky [1, 4, 3],
who handled only one process equivalence — bisimulation [1, 3]. This generalization
is incomplete, however, in that bisimulation is not addressed.
The main aim of the present paper is to extend the framework of Abramsky and
Vickers to (strong) bisimulation — in the case of image-!nite labelled transition sys-
tems. We also reformulate several aspects, namely we introduce the notion of tropo-
logical system (Section 2), with the aim of providing a more concise presentation, and
furthermore one with which it is simpler to relate or compare diGerent systems. In
particular, we will be concerned with how to implement tropological systems on other
tropological systems; such implementations are introduced in Section 7, along with the
notion of morphism (of tropological systems), on which they are based. Section 3 dis-
cusses some technicalities pertaining to completeness in the sense of the second and
third completeness of [5], but now in the setting of tropological systems. After a little
background (Section 4) on process equivalences and Hennessy–Milner logic (HML),
Sections 5 and 6 address strong bisimulation: in Section 5 a testing scenario, possibly
with only !nitely many “buttons” and with which we can do a kind of global testing,
is formalized as consisting of a tropological system, I, whose de!nition is based on
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an image-!nite labelled transition system; this scenario allows us to make far more
distinctions then those required for bisimulation, so in Section 6 we introduce another
tropological system, B, that represents a more abstract scenario with which, roughly,
we can make queries about formulas of HML. In Section 8 we see how B can be
implemented over I by means of the morphisms introduced in Section 7. This imple-
mentation has two aspects: on the one hand, it tells us how to abstract away from the
excessive detail given by the system I, and, on the other, it explains how the observa-
tions of the system B can be performed. Such an explanation requires the underlying
transition systems to be not only image-!nite but also “image-computable”, meaning
that we must be able, for each process p and action , to compute in !nite time the
whole set p · = {q |p → q}. This requirement is not too strong — for instance, it is
satis!ed by CCS if we restrict to !nite sums and guarded recursion.
2. Observations, properties and systems
2.1. Finite observations and quantales
The framework in [5] is essentially based on the notion of 3nite observation. Such an
observation can be thought of as an exchange of a !nite amount of information between
the observer and the observed system, done in !nite time (see [1, 33]). It makes sense
that a !nite sequence of !nite observations should also be a !nite observation, although
an in!nite sequence may turn out not to be !nite, which means that !nite observations
should generally form a monoid (the unit is the null observation). It is also reasonable
to de!ne a disjunctive observation
∨
S, consisting of performing one out of a set S
(!nite or in!nite) of possible observations. If all the observations in S are !nite then
so is
∨
S. These considerations suggest that !nite observations should form a quantale
[25, 32].
Denition 2.1. A quantale Q is a complete lattice equipped with a monoid structure,
satisfying
a · (∨S) =∨{a · b | b∈ S} and (∨S) · b=∨{a · b | a∈ S}
for all a; b∈Q and S ⊆Q. A quantale homomorphism is a monoid homomorphism that
preserves all joins. Quantales and their homomorphisms form the category Qnt.
The quantales of the above de!nition are also known as unital quantales [32].
Example 2.2. Let P be a set. The set of binary relations over P, 2P×P , is a quantale
under the inclusion ordering, with multiplication given by composition of relations;
its unit is the diagonal relation P = {〈p;p〉 |p∈P}. There are in fact two ways of
de!ning multiplication, either R · S =R ◦ S or R · S =R; S. We will invariably assume
the latter. We call this quantale relational (over the set P).
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Notice that quantales are complete lattices but their homomorphisms are only re-
quired to preserve joins, not meets. We may de!ne a category SupLat whose objects
are the complete lattices and whose arrows are the join preserving maps. Following
Joyal and Tierney [20], we will usually call complete lattices sup-lattices (instead of
“complete join-semilattices”) when we think of them as objects of SupLat. The top
and the bottom of a sup-lattice will be usually written  and ⊥, respectively.
Example 2.3. Let L be a sup-lattice. Then its set of sup-lattice endomorphisms
SupLat(L; L) is a quantale; joins are calculated pointwise and multiplication is compo-
sition, given either by a · b= a ◦ b or a · b= a; b. We will generally assume the latter,
writing 〈SupLat(L; L); ◦〉 otherwise.
In particular, given a set P, 2P is a sup-lattice under the inclusion ordering, and the
quantales 2P×P and SupLat(2P; 2P) are isomorphic; the isomorphism maps each relation
R⊆P×P to the (unique) sup-lattice endomorphism such that {p} → {q∈P | 〈p; q〉 ∈R}
(see [5, Proposition 2.11]).
Let S be some system (of which we will not attempt to give a formal de!nition
at this stage), and let the (!nite) observations over S form a quantale Q. Let also
P be the set of possible states of S. The way in which the observations aGect the
states of S may be described by a transition relation →⊆P × Q × P. The meaning
of 〈p; a; q〉 ∈ → is that q can be the state of the system after we have performed an
observation a initiated while the system was at state p. We use the following notation:
p a→ q def⇔〈p; a; q〉 ∈→;
p a→ def⇔p a→ q for some q∈P,
p · a def= {q∈P |p a→ q}:
The transition relation should naturally satisfy some conditions related to the structure
of Q, namely, for all p; q∈P, a; b∈Q and S ⊆Q,
p 1→ q⇔p= q; (1)
p a·b→ q⇔∃r ∈ P(p a→ r b→ q); (2)
p
∨
S→ q⇔∃a∈Q(p a→ q): (3)
Condition (1) means that nothing happens to the system if nothing is observed. Thus
the unit does not formalize hidden transitions like Milner’s  [24]. In Condition (2),
p a→ r b→ q abbreviates the conjunction (p a→ r ∧ r b→ q).
Proposition 2.4. Conditions (1)–(3) hold i5 the map h :Q→ 2P×P de3ned by 〈p; q〉 ∈
h(a)⇔p a→ q is a quantale homomorphism.
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Proof. The conditions mean exactly that 1 is mapped to P , a · b to h(a); h(b), and∨
S to the union
⋃{h(a) | a∈ S}.
2.2. Properties and left modules
Given a system as above, a natural notion of equivalence on states can be formulated
in terms of what observations can be performed on them, where observations are
elements of a quantale. According to this, two states p and q are equivalent, and we
write p∼ q, if for any observation a
p a→ ⇔ q a→ :
This means viewing quantale elements as observable properties rather than as obser-
vations: a state p “satis!es” a (as a property) exactly when a (as an observation) can
be observed on p. Such care in distinguishing observations from observable properties
may seem arti!cial, but a closer examination reveals that observations and properties
obbey distinct algebraic laws. In order to see that this is so, suppose that observations
a and b have exactly the same e5ects, i.e., for all states p and q,
p a→ q⇔p b→ q:
Let c and d be any other observations. It can be easily checked that also c · a · d and
c · b · d have the same eGects. This is part of the fact that the relation “has the same
eGects as” is a quantale congruence, since a has the same eGects as b iG h(a)= h(b),
where h is the homomorphism of Proposition 2.4. Now let us switch to observable
properties: a and b are similar as properties if for any state p
p a→ ⇔p b→ :
Clearly, if c is an observation, c · a and c · b are similar as properties, but the same
is not necessarily the case for a · c and b · c. Thus the relation “similar as properties”
is not a quantale congruence. It is instead a congruence for multiplication by quantale
elements on the left, and it can also be easily seen to be a congruence for joins.
This suggests that the relevant algebraic structure for observable properties should be
provided precisely by these operations, i.e., it should be the structure of a left quantale
module [20, 5].
Denition 2.5. Let Q be a quantale. A left quantale module M over Q, or simply a
left Q-module, is a sup-lattice with a binary operation · : Q ×M →M , satisfying
a · (∨X ) =∨{a · x | x∈X }; 1 · x= x;
(
∨
S) · x=∨{a · x | a∈ S} and (a · b) · x= a · (b · x):
The binary operation of the module is called the action. A left Q-module homomor-
phism k : M →M ′ is a join-preserving map that also preserves the action, i.e., such
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that for all a∈Q and x∈M
k(a · x)= a · k(x):
Left Q-modules and their homomorphisms form the category Q-Mod.
Right modules are de!ned in a similar way, the only diGerence being that the action
is an operation · : M×Q→M , satisfying the obvious set of conditions. The category
of right Q-modules is denoted by Mod-Q.
Example 2.6. Let M be a sup-lattice and Q a quantale. Then right Q-module structures
on M are equivalent to quantale homomorphisms
f :Q→SupLat(M;M);
with x · a=f(a)(x). Similarly, left module structures on M are equivalent to quantale
homomorphisms
g :Q→〈SupLat(M;M); ◦〉;
with a ·y= g(a)(y). A simple consequence of this is that any quantale homomorphism
h :Q0→Q turns Q-modules into Q0-modules:
a · y def= h(a) · y (left module case),
x · a def= x · h(a) (right module case).
Example 2.7. Let P be a set. Then 2P is a left module over 2P×P . The action is given,
for R⊆P × P and X ⊆P, by p∈R · X def⇔∃q∈ X (〈p; q〉 ∈R).
Hence, if h :Q→ 2P×P is a quantale homomorphism (a “system”) then 2P is also
a left Q-module. The action is given by a · X def= {p∈P | ∃q∈ X (p a→ q)}. Conversely,
any left Q-module of the form 2P de!nes a system by p a→ q def⇔p∈ a · {q}.
Example 2.8. Let Q be a quantale. Then Q itself is a left Q-module, with the action
given by multiplication on the left. Furthermore, it is the free left Q-module on one
generator, since given any other left Q-module M and x∈M there is a unique left
Q-module homomorphism k :Q→M such that 1 → x, given by k(a)= a · x.
In particular, this means that the set Q · x= {a · x | a∈Q} is a left Q-module (the
left submodule of Q spanned by x).
The relation “similar as properties” discussed above can now be seen to be the
left Q-module congruence de!ned by k(a)= k(b), where k :Q→ 2P is the unique left
Q-module homomorphism such that 1 → P.
Denition 2.9. We de!ne the category QMod of all left modules, whose objects are
the pairs 〈Q;M 〉 with M a left Q-module and whose morphisms are the pairs
〈h; k〉 : 〈Q;M 〉→ 〈Q′; M ′〉;
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where h :Q→Q′ is a quantale homomorphism and k :M →M ′ is a sup-lattice homo-
morphism such that, for all a∈Q; x∈M ,
k(a · x)= h(a) · k(x):
(This category is obtained by applying the Grothendieck construction to the functor
that assigns to each quantale its category of left modules.)
We will make particular use of module homomorphisms that preserve tops:
Denition 2.10. Let Q be a quantale. A homomorphism k :M →M ′ of Q-modules is
topped if k(M )=M ′ . Similarly, a morphism 〈h; k〉 : 〈Q;M 〉→ 〈Q′; M ′〉 in QMod is
topped if k(M )=M ′ .
The restriction to topped morphisms de!nes subcategories of each Q-Mod and of
QMod, which we denote by Q-Mod and QMod, respectively.
Proposition 2.11. Let 〈Q0; M0〉 and 〈Q;M 〉 be left modules; h :Q0→Q a quantale ho-
momorphism (thus M is also a Q0-module); and k :M0→M a sup-lattice homomor-
phism. Then 〈h; k〉 is a left module morphism i5 k is a left Q0-module homomorphism.
Proof. Simple consequence of the de!nition of M as a Q0-module (Example 2.6).
2.3. Tropological systems
We may now re!ne the notion of system assumed up to this point, so as to take
into account properties abstractly de!ned in terms of left modules:
Denition 2.12. A tropological system 〈P;Q;→; M; |=〉 consists of a set P (of points,
or states), a quantale Q (of observations), a left Q-module M (of properties), the
transition relation →⊆P×Q×P, and the satisfaction relation |=⊆P×M , satisfying,
for all p; q∈P, a∈Q, ’∈M , X ⊆Q and Y ⊆M ,
1. p 1→ q iG p= q ,
2. p a·b→ q iG p a→ r b→ q for some r ∈P ,
3. p
∨
X→ q iG p a→ q for some a∈X ,
4. p |=  ,
5. p |= a · ’ iG p a→ q and q |= ’ for some q∈P ,
6. p |= ∨Y iG p |= ’ for some ’∈Y .
Tropological systems !rst appeared in [29] under the designation of observable tran-
sition systems. Their present name was motivated by the fact that tropological systems
(from the greek tropos) are a generalization of the topological systems of [33] that
encompasses a notion of change (see Section 2.5).
Proposition 2.13. Let 〈P;Q;→; M; |=〉 be a tropological system; and  the top of M .
Then; for all p∈P and a∈Q; p a→⇔p |= a · .
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Proof. Immediate, by De!nition 2.12(4) and (5).
Theorem 2.14. Let P be a set; Q a quantale and M a left Q-module. Let also
h :Q→ 2P×P and k :M → 2P be maps and →⊆P × Q × P; |=⊆P ×M the relations
de3ned by; for p; q∈P; a∈Q and ’∈M;
p a→ q def⇔〈p; q〉 ∈ h(a);
p |= ’ def⇔p∈ k(’):
Then 〈P;Q;→; M; |=〉 is a tropological system if and only if 〈h; k〉 is a topped module
morphism.
Proof. Conditions 2.12(1)–(3) hold iG h is a quantale homomorphism, by
Proposition 2.4. Similarly, 2.12(4)–(6) stand for top, action and join preservation of k,
respectively.
2.4. Specialization preorder and equivalence of states
Given a tropological system 〈P;Q;→; M; |=〉, we could naturally choose to say that
two states p and q are equivalent, p∼ ′q, when they satisfy the same properties, i.e.,
when p |= ’⇔ q |= ’ for all ’∈M . This coincides with the notion of equivalence
de!ned earlier if all the properties are observable, in the following sense:
Denition 2.15. Let 〈P;Q;→; M; |=〉 be a tropological system. A property ’∈M is
observable if there is an observation a∈Q such that ’= a · .
Proposition 2.16. Let 〈P;Q;→; M; |=〉 be a tropological system. If p∼ ′q then p∼ q.
Conversely; if every ’∈M is observable then p∼ ′q⇔p∼ q.
Proof. Assume p∼ ′q. By Proposition 2.13, p |= a · ⇔p a→, and thus p a→⇔
p |= a · ⇔ q |= a · ⇔ q a→. Now assume p∼ q and that all the properties are ob-
servable. Let ’= a · ∈M . Then p |= ’⇔p |= a · ⇔p a→⇔ q a→⇔ q |= ’.
Instead of dealing only with equivalence it will be useful to de!ne a preorder
 such that p∼ ′q if and only if p q and qp (also iG p∼ q when all prop-
erties are observable), as follows.
Denition 2.17. Let 〈P;Q;→; M; |=〉 be a tropological system. The specialization pre-
order is the relation  ⊆P × P de!ned by
p q def⇔∀’∈M ((p |= ’)⇒ (q |= ’)):
2.5. From topology to tropology
We brieNy discuss the connection of tropological systems to topology. First we recall
a few facts and de!nitions. A frame is a sup-lattice whose binary meets distribute over
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all joins, and a frame homomorphism is a sup-lattice homomorphism that preserves
!nite meets (including ). Clearly, every frame is a quantale; multiplications are the
meets and the unit is the top. In particular, frames are idempotent quantales, i.e., whose
multiplications satisfy the law a · a= a for all a. There is a converse to this, namely
every idempotent quantale whose unit coincides with its top is a frame (see [33]). We
write Frm for the category of frames and frame homomorphisms. Further details about
frames can be found in [19] or [33].
Let A be a frame (hence, also a quantale and an A-module) and let S= 〈P; A;→; A; |=〉
be a tropological system. This system satis!es, for every a∈A,
p a→ q⇒p= q;
p a→ p⇔p |= a;
which shows that the quantale congruence given by p a→ q⇔p b→ q for all p; q∈P
(“a has the same eGects as b”) coincides with the left A-module congruence given by
p |= a⇔p |= b for all p∈P (“a and b are similar as properties”). Therefore, in this
particular case the distinction between observations and observable properties becomes
irrelevant, and we might as well represent S simply as a triple 〈P; A; |=〉. The latter
satis!es, for every p∈P, S ⊆A and 3nite Sf ∈A,
p |= ∧Sf⇔p |= a for all a∈ Sf,
p |= ∨S⇔p |= a for some a∈ S;
that is, S is a topological system, a notion introduced by Vickers [33] in order to
handle topological spaces and locales in a uniform way.
In other words, from the observational standpoint both quantales and quantale
modules are suitable generalizations of frames when observations are associated with
changes of state — quantales are appropriate if we think of frame elements as !-
nite observations and modules if we see them as (!nitely) observable properties —
and tropological systems are the corresponding (twofold) generalization of topological
systems.
2.6. Duality and systems as right modules
This section will not be needed later. It is included here in order to bridge the gap
between the way Abramsky and Vickers [5] presented their ideas on quantales and
!nite observations and the way they are being handled here.
Given a set of states P and a quantale Q, Abramsky and Vickers describe the
way observations act on states by introducing a disjunction on states; for instance, if
observing a at state p leads to state q and observing b at p leads to r then observing
a ∨ b at p should lead to q ∨ r. Concretely, they take “states” to be subsets of P and
disjunction to be union. So the above can be written as follows: if {p} · a= {q} and
{p} · b= {r} then {p} · (a ∨ b)= {q; r}. It is easy to verify that in this way we may
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de!ne a right module action of Q on 2P; that is, we may take systems to be precisely
the right modules 2P over Q.
This is equivalent to the notion of system we have been using: from a right module
action we may construct a transition relation
p a→ q def⇔ q ∈ {p} · a;
and from a transition relation we build a right module action
X · a def= {q∈P | ∃p∈ X (p a→ q)};
furthermore, these constructions are mutually inverse.
Now let M be a right Q-module, and de!ne a binary operation · : Q ×M → M
by
a ·y def= ∨{x∈M | x · a6y}:
(Categorically, a · is right adjoint to · a.)
It is easy to see that for all a; b∈Q; y∈M; S ⊆Q and Y ⊆M ,
1 ·y=y ;
a · (b ·y)= (a · b) ·y ;
(
∨
S) ·y=∧{a ·y | a∈ S} ;
a ·∧Y =∧{a ·y |y∈Y}:
This means the operation almost de!nes a left module structure on M , except that it
does not preserve joins. But it preserves joins if we replace M by M op (i.e., M with
reversed order), and thus M op is a left Q-module, called the dual of M .
Homomorphisms have duals, too; any right Q-module homomorphism h :L→M has
a dual left Q-module homomorphism hˆ :M op→Lop given by
hˆ(y)=
∧{x∈Lop | h(x)¿y}: (4)
This de!nes a strong duality between right and left modules: given a quantale Q;Q-Mod
is isomorphic to (Mod-Q)op.
Remark 2.18. The category SupLat is strongly self-dual (see [20]); the isomorphism
from SupLat to SupLatop maps each sup-lattice L to its opposite Lop and each homo-
morphism h :L→M to its right adjoint h∗ :M →L, seen as a homomorphism hˆ :M op→
Lop; h∗ exists because h preserves colimits (i.e., joins) of L, and hˆ preserves joins
because h∗ is a right adjoint and thus preserves meets.
The above duality between right and left modules is a consequence of the self-duality
of sup-lattices:
1. The quantales SupLat(M;M) and 〈SupLat(M op; M op); ◦〉 are isomorphic; each en-
domorphism is mapped to its dual. Hence, every right Q-module M gives rise to a
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homomorphism Q → 〈SupLat(M op; M op); ◦〉, which is equivalent to a left Q-module
structure on M op.
2. The sup-lattice dual hˆ of a right Q-module homomorphism h is a left Q-module
homomorphism, and it is precisely the one given by (4).
See [20, 5] for further details.
Now we describe how right modules (systems) and left modules (algebras of prop-
erties of systems) are related in [5]. Let 2P be a right Q-module (equivalently, a
quantale homomorphism h :Q→ 2P×P) and let M be a left Q-module. Then (2P)op is
a left Q-module, with action given by
a ∗Y = {p ∈ P | ∀q∈P(p a→ q⇒ q∈Y )} ;
and there is a unique left Q-module homomorphism f :Q→ (2P)op that maps 1 to ∅.
Similarly, there is a unique left Q-module homomorphism j :Q→M such that 1 →.
The condition that the system h respect the property laws described by M is achieved
in [5] by requiring f to factor through j.
Now we show that this requirement leads in a natural way to tropological systems.
First, the sup-lattices 2P and (2P)op are clearly isomorphic (map each set X to P \X ).
Hence, we can make 2P a left Q-module, isomorphic to (2P)op, by
a ·X def= P\(a ∗ (P \ X )):
It turns out that the left module thus de!ned is precisely the one of Example 2.7 —
the action is given by
a ·Y = {p∈P | ∃q∈Y (p a→ q)}:
If f factors through j, say f= g ◦ j, then g must be topped (i.e.,  →∅). In fact, f
factors through j iG there exists a topped homomorphism g :M → (2P)op (because then
g◦ j must be the unique homomorphism such that 1 → ∅). If we now take into account
the left module isomorphism between 2P and its opposite, factoring is also equivalent
to the existence of a topped homomorphism k :M → 2P , which in turn is equivalent to
the existence of k such that
〈h; k〉 : 〈Q;M 〉→ 〈2P×P; 2P〉
is a topped module morphism or, equivalently, a tropological system.
3. Presentations and completeness
This section deals brieNy with a few technicalities pertaining to presentations of
quantales and modules by generators and relations, and with completeness criteria for
such presentations, having in mind the applications to tropological systems.
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3.1. Generators and relations
Sup-lattices, frames, quantales and modules can all be presented by means of gen-
erators and relations. See [19] or [33] for the case of frames and [5] for the others.
We illustrate these facts in the particular case of sup-lattices; this will also allow us
to introduce some notation that can be applied to the other cases.
Proposition 3.1. Let G be a set. Then 2G; under the inclusion ordering; is the free
sup-lattice generated by G.
Proof. Let L be a sup-lattice and f :G→L a map. There is a unique way of extending
f to a map f] : 2G →L so as to preserve all joins, namely by letting f#(X )=∨{f(x) |
x∈X } for all X ⊆G.
Quotients of sup-lattices, quantales and modules, can be represented as subsets, which
provides an alternative to the standard construction of quotients in universal algebra,
whereby quotients are algebras of congruence classes. The case of sup-lattices is as
follows.
Proposition 3.2 (Joyal and Tierney [20]). Let L be a sup-lattice and R⊆L×L. Then
the subset
L′= {x∈L | ∀〈y; z〉∈R(y6x ⇔ z6x)}
coincides with the quotient of L by the sup-lattice congruence generated by R.
For each x∈L, the element of L′ that corresponds to the congruence class [x] of x
is
r(x) def=
∧{y∈L′ | x6y} ;
which de!nes a sup-lattice homomorphism r :L→L′.
Corollary 3.3. Let G be a set and R⊆ 2G × 2G. Then the set
SupL〈G |R〉 def= {X ⊆G | ∀〈Y; Z〉∈R(Y ⊆X ⇔ Z ⊆X )}
is the sup-lattice generated by G with respect to the relations R. The injection of
generators G→SupL〈G |R〉 is given by
x → ⋂{X ∈SupL〈G |R〉 | x∈X }:
So a de3ning relation for a sup-lattice (over a set of generators G) is simply a pair
of subsets of G. We usually represent a relation 〈Y; Z〉 by an equation ∨Y = ∨ Z .





Z if in L we have
∨{f(y) |y∈Y}=∨{f(z) | z ∈Z}.
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In other words, the above corollary tells us that a map G → L that respects some
set of relations R⊆ 2G × 2G can be uniquely extended to a sup-lattice homomorphism
SupL〈G |R〉 → L.
Example 3.5. Let G be a join-semilattice and let R be the set
{〈∅; {⊥}〉}∪ {〈{x; y}; {z}〉∈ 2G × 2G | z= x ∨ y}:
The condition Y ⊆X ⇔ Z ⊆X for all Y; Z ∈R means precisely that X is an ideal of G,
and thus SupL〈G |R〉 coincides with the ideal completion Idl(G) of G. Furthermore, a
map f from G to a sup-lattice L respects the relations iG it preserves the join-semilattice
structure of G (including bottom), i.e., iG it is a join-semilattice homomorphism. This
means that SupL〈G |R〉 is also the free sup-lattice generated by G, if we see the latter
as a join-semilattice rather than a set; that is, the construction G → Idl(G) is a functor
and it is left adjoint to the forgetful functor from sup-lattices to join-semilattices. Hence,
we also write Idl(G)=SupL〈G(qua join-semilattice) | ∅〉, where “qua join-semilattice”
means that the join-semilattice structure of G is to be preserved.
The notation SupL〈G |R〉 and SupL〈q | u〉a: : :GR was taken from [5] and will be
used also for frames, quantales and left Q-modules, just replacing “SupL” by “Fr”,
“Qu” and “Q-Mod”, respectively. As another example of this notation, still in the
case of sup-lattices, the quotient sup-lattice L′ of Proposition 3.2 can be written SupL
〈(qua sup-lattice) |R〉.
We now summarize the previous results and present a few more. By, say, Qu〈G |R〉
we mean some quantale which is generated by G with respect to the relations R, without
having a speci!c representation in mind. We will also forget our concrete de!nition of
SupL〈G | ∅〉 as being 2G and instead write only SupL〈G | ∅〉 ∼= 2G.
Proposition 3.6. Let G be a set and Q a quantale. Then;
1. 2G ∼= SupL〈G | ∅〉;
2. if G is a join-semilattice then Idl(G) ∼= SupL〈G(qua join-semilattice) | ∅〉;
3. if G is a distributive lattice then Idl(G) ∼= Fr〈G(qua lattice) | ∅〉;
4. if G is a monoid then 2G ∼= Qu〈G(qua monoid) | ∅〉 (multiplication is performed
elementwise);
5. 2G
∗ ∼= Qu〈G | ∅〉;
6. Q ∼= Q-Mod〈x | ∅〉 (a single generator x);
7. Q ·  ∼= Q-Mod〈x | x= · x〉;
8. Q ·  ∼= Q-Mod〈∅ | ∅〉;
9. Q ·  ∼= Q-Mod〈Q(qua left Q-module) | 1=〉.
(We are following the convention that, unless otherwise stated, isomorphisms between
quantales are in Qnt, those between Q-modules are in Q-Mod, etc.)
Proof. 1 and 2. See above (Proposition 3.1 and Example 3.5).
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3. See [19] or [33].
4 and 5. See [5].
6. See Example 2.8.
7. The injection of generators is x → =  ·. Let M be a left Q-module and
let y∈M be such that y= ·y (we take y to be the image of the unique generator
x). The assignment  →y can be uniquely extended to a Q-module homomorphism
Q · →M , by a ·  → a ·y. This clearly preserves the action and all joins. In order
to see that the map is well de!ned we show that if a · = b ·  then also a ·y= b ·y.
Assume then a · = b ·  for some a; b∈Q. We have a ·y= a ·  ·y= b ·  ·y = b ·y.
8. Let M be a left Q-module. We have  ·∨M =∨M , for ∨M =1 ·∨M6
 ·∨M6∨M . Hence, from the previous case it follows that there is a unique left
Q-module homomorphism k :Q · →M such that k()=∨M , i.e., such that k is
topped.
9. Let k :Q→M be a Q-module homomorphism such that y def= k(1)= k(). Then k
satis!es  ·y= k( · 1)= k()=y, and thus, by 7 above, it factors uniquely through
the homomorphism Q→Q ·  such that 1 →  (which of course respects the relation
1=).
Corollary 3.7. Let G be a set. Then; in QMod; 〈2G∗ ; 2G∗ ·G∗〉 is freely generated by
G; i.e.; given a pair 〈Q;M 〉 and a map f :G→Q; there is a unique topped morphism
〈h; k〉 : 〈2G∗ ; 2G∗ ·G∗〉→ 〈Q;M 〉 such that h({x})=f(x) for all x∈G.
We conclude this section with a few remarks and notation. Quantale relations over




Z , where Y; Z ⊆G∗,
following the notation already introduced for sup-lattices. More precisely, quantale
relations will generally look like
∨
i∈I
x1 · : : : · xni =
∨
j∈J
y1 · : : : · ymj ; (5)
where I and J are indexing sets. If Q is a quantale, a map f :G→Q is said to respect
the relation (5) if in Q we have
∨
i∈I
f(x1) · : : : · f(xni)=
∨
j∈J
f(y1) · : : : · f(ymj):
Module relations will not be needed in full generality, since we will only work with
modules of observable properties. Besides, we will be using topped morphisms, which
means that our modules will have empty sets of generators (see Proposition 3.6(8)); in
this particular case, module relations have the same form as quantale relations. Given
a Q-module M with top  and a map f :G→Q, we say f respects the (module)
relation (5) if in M we have
∨
i∈I
f(x1) · : : : · f(xni) · =
∨
j∈J
f(y1) · : : : · f(ymj) · :
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3.2. Completeness
We now see completeness criteria for presentations of quantales and modules. We
only deal with the particular case of modules without generators in categories with
topped morphisms, i.e., modules of the form Q-Mod〈∅ |R〉, which will be the ones
needed in this paper.
Let G and P be sets, and let f :G → 2P×P be a map. We think of P as a set of
states and of f as de!ning a transition relation over P, as follows:
p →0 q def⇔〈p; q〉 ∈f():
By Corollary 3.7, f de!nes a unique topped morphism
〈h; k〉 : 〈2G∗ ; 2G∗ ·G∗〉→ 〈2P×P; 2P〉:
In other words, there is a unique tropological system
S(f)= 〈P; 2G∗ ; → ; 2G∗ ·G∗; |=〉
such that
p →0 q ⇔ p {}→ q
for all p; q ∈ P and  ∈ G. We de!ne a quantale congruence relation ≡f ⊆ 2G∗ × 2G∗
by a ≡f b def⇔ h(a)= h(b).
Let now G be !xed and let C be a class of maps f :G→ 2P×P; that is, transition
relations over arbitrary sets of states. We de!ne ≡C, again a congruence relation, to





Denition 3.8. Let R be a set of quantale relations over G. We say R is complete with
respect to C if the quantales )GC
def= 2G
∗
=≡C and Qu〈G |R〉 are isomorphic.
This notion of completeness coincides with the second completeness of [5]. It tells us
that all the assertions a ≡C b can be derived equationally from R; hence, we may see
R as a “complete axiomatization” of a logic of observations for the class of transition
systems C.
We now !nd a notion of completeness for properties and left modules, which co-
incides with the third completeness of [5]. First notice that each f :G→ 2P×P can
be uniquely extended to a quantale homomorphism h : )CG → 2P×P , since f respects
the relations a= b given by a ≡C b. Equivalently, each f de!nes a unique topped
morphism
〈h; k〉 : 〈)GC ; )GC · 〉→〈2P×P; 2P〉:
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The map k is a left )GC-module homomorphism and de!nes a left )
G
C-module con-
gruence relation ≡′f ⊆ ()GC · )× ()GC · ), by ’ ≡′f  def⇔ k(’)= k( ). We de!ne ≡′C,





Denition 3.9. Let S be a set of )GC-module relations over G (these are written like
quantale relations over G). We say S is complete with respect to C if the modules
+GC
def= )GC · =≡′C and )GC-Mod
〈∅ | S〉 are isomorphic.
This notion of completeness tells us that the assertions ’ ≡′C  can be derived
equationally from S, which means we may see S as a “complete axiomatization” of a
logic of properties for the systems in C.
We now de!ne a notion of “intrinsic” completeness not mentioned in [5]; that
is, a notion of completeness that does not depend on a particular class C of tran-
sition relations. Let Q=Qu〈G |R〉 and M =Q-Mod〈∅ | S〉, for R and S suitable
sets of relations. Each tropological system 〈h; k〉 : 〈Q;M 〉→ 〈2P×P; 2P〉 de!nes a map
f :G→ 2P×P , namely the composite h◦,, where , :G→Q is the injection of generators.
We write CGR; S for the class of all the maps obtained in this way.
Denition 3.10. Let R be a set of quantale relations over G, and S a set of left
Qu〈G |R〉-module relations over ∅. We say the pair 〈R; S〉 is complete if both R and
S are complete wrt the class CGR; S .
Example 3.11. Using the same notation as above, let G= {}, R= {61} and S = ∅.
Any tropological system
〈P;Qu〈G |R〉;→;Qu〈G |R〉-Mod〈∅ | ∅〉; |=〉
is such that p → q⇒p= q, and thus the transitions of  are the same as those of
 · . However, in the quantale Qu〈G |R〉 we have  =  · , which means 〈R; S〉 is not
complete.
4. Process semantics
In this section we give an overview of some of the ideas related to process equiv-
alences, motivate the use of tropological systems in this context, and describe a few
results concerning bisimulation and HML.
4.1. Process equivalences
Denition 4.1. A labelled transition system (LTS) 〈Proc;Act;→〉 consists of a set
Proc of states, or processes, a set Act of labels, or actions, and a transition relation
→⊆P × Act × P.
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Fig. 1.
As usual, we write p → q instead of 〈p; ; q〉 ∈ →, p → means that p → q for
some q ∈ P, and p ·  is the set {q∈P |p → q}.
LTSs are not abstract models of behaviour, in the sense that distinct states may
nevertheless correspond to machines with identical observable behaviour. In this case
we say the states are (behaviourally) equivalent.
In [10, 11] several process equivalences are justi!ed in terms of testing scenarios;
that is, a transition system is considered to be a model of a black box with some
buttons and lights. The observations we can perform on the black box consist solely of
watching lights and pressing buttons. The observable behaviour of the system depends
on these observations; two states are equivalent (in terms of their observable behaviour)
if exactly the same observations can be performed on both.
Abramsky and Vickers [5] used quantales in order to describe observations on pro-
cesses (although without mentioning testing scenarios explicitly), and were thus able
to handle the equivalences in Fig. 1 except B. (A, F and R are actually handled
by means of quantaloids, a categorical generalization of quantales.) Fig. 1 repre-
sents a lattice whose top is the !nest equivalence and whose bottom is the coars-
est one. It covers part of van Glabbeek’s [10] “linear time-branching time
spectrum”, but also introduces two equivalences usually not found in the literature,
namely A and AT.
4.2. Examples
We now illustrate the general ideas about using tropological systems for process
equivalence by means of two examples, namely T and FT.
Let Act be a set of actions and let the scenario consist of a black box with but-
tons bijectively labelled by actions, as in the graphical representation in Fig. 2 with
Act = {1; : : : ; n}. (In general we do not assume Act to be !nite.) The machine
can be switched on, after which an observer may try to press buttons. Succeeding in
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Fig. 2.
Fig. 3.
pressing button  means the machine started to execute the action . We receive no
information about when the machine !nishes this execution. If the observer attempts
to press  but the button does not go down this may mean that the machine is at a
state for which  is not a possible action, but it may also mean that the machine has
not !nished executing its previous action, or that it still is not ready after having been
switched on. There is no limit to the duration of actions or initialization, so there is no
way to distinguish the two kinds of refusal. In other words, if we abstract from details
such as the time instants at which we pressed the buttons, the only kind of information
the observer may obtain consists of which buttons could be pressed, and in which
order.
This discussion suggests that the quantale of !nite observations in this case should
be simply 2Act
∗
, the free quantale generated by Act. The machine itself is represented
by a tropological system 〈Proc; 2Act∗ ;→; 2Act∗·Act∗; |=〉. By de!nition, two states are
equivalent if they “accept” the same observations, i.e., p a→ ⇔ q a→. It is simple to
show that this coincides with trace equivalence; that is, two states are equivalent iG
p s→ ⇔ q s→ for all traces s∈Act∗. It is interesting to remark that it suRces to de!ne
the transition relation over Act; the relation can be uniquely extended to the whole
quantale because the latter is free.
In order to see how more complicated quantales may arise, let us enrich the machine
by assuming that besides the buttons it also has a green light that is lit while there
is internal activity, as in Fig. 3 with Act= {1; : : : ; n}. While the machine is being
initialized or while an action is being performed the light is on, and thus we can detect
if there is a “true refusal”: an action  is refused when the green light is oG but we
do not succeed in pressing the  button. This is a !nite observation that clearly does
not involve a change of state; we represent it by ×. The quantale of observations is
now generated by
Act×=Act ∪ {× | ∈Act}:
We also assume that the green light can only remain on for a !nite interval of time
(there is no divergence). Notice that not changing the state means that p 
×
→ q⇒p= q;
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that is, the tropological system always respects the relation ×61 (or, better, the
quantale homomorphism of Proposition 2.4 does). By proceeding in a similar manner it
is simple to verify that the following de!ning relations are respected, for all ; .∈Act:
×61;
×= × · ×;
× · .×= .× · ×;
× · =⊥;
and we may take the quantale of observations to be
QFT =Qu〈Act× |R〉;
where R is that set of de!ning relations.
A module of observable properties may be de!ned in a similar way: for instance, it
is simple to see that the module relation
16 ∨ ×
is always respected, meaning that at any state (with the green light oG) either  can be
pressed or otherwise it can be refused. We de!ne the set S to consist of the following
module relations (one for each s∈Act×∗ and each ∈Act):
s6 ∨ × · s:
The module of observable properties, MFT, is
QFT-Mod
〈∅ | S〉:
We may de!ne the class C to consist of all those transition relations over Act× that
satisfy the restrictions alluded to above (e.g., p 
×
→ q⇒p= q, etc.). The results in [5]
show that second and third completeness hold; in the terminology of Section 3, R and
S are complete wrt C.
In fact, we can do better than that: it is not necessary to de!ne the transition rela-
tion for all elements of Act×. It suRces to de!ne a transition relation →0⊆Proc ×
Act × Proc. It is simple to prove that there exists a unique tropological system
〈Proc; QFT;→; MFT; |=〉 whose transition relation extends →0 (i.e., →0 =→∩ (Proc ×
Act × Proc)), and thus completeness is “intrinsic”; following the terminology of
De!nition 3.10, we say that 〈R; S〉 is complete.
Finally, the equivalence p ∼ q coincides with failure trace equivalence, as shown
by Abramsky and Vickers [5], who refer to this fact as “!rst completeness”.
4.3. Bisimulation
Let S= 〈Proc;Act;→0〉 be a labelled transition system. This section recalls the
main results about bisimulation and HML.
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Denition 4.2. A relation R⊆Proc×Proc is a strong bisimulation if, for every p; q∈
Proc; ∈Act,
pRq⇒∀p′∈Proc(p →0 p′⇒∃q′∈Proc(q →0 q′ ∧ p′Rq′));
pRq⇒∀q′∈Proc(q →0 q′⇒∃p′∈Proc(p →0 p′ ∧ p′Rq′)):
We call a relation R that satis!es only the !rst condition a strong simulation. Two
processes p and q are strongly bisimilar, and we write p ∼B q, if there is a strong
bisimulation R such that pRq.
Proposition 4.3 (Milner [24]). Strong bisimilarity is a strong bisimulation.
The syntax of HML is as follows (∈Act):
’ ::= |¬’ |’ ∧  | 〈〉’:
Other connectives are de!ned as abbreviations:
⊥ def= ¬ ; ’ ∨  def= ¬(¬’ ∧ ¬ ); []’ def= ¬〈〉(¬’):
The semantics of HML is given in terms of a satisfaction relation |= such that, for all
p∈P,
p |=  ⇔ true;
p |= ¬’ ⇔ p |= ’;
p |= ’ ∧  ⇔ p |= ’ and p |=  ;
p |= 〈〉’ ⇔ p →0 q and q |= ’ for some q∈Proc:
Two formulas ’ and  are equivalent when for every process p of any transition
system labelled over Act we have p |= ’ ⇔ p |=  . For instance, 〈〉(’ ∨  ) is
equivalent to 〈〉’ ∨ 〈〉 and 〈〉⊥ is equivalent to ⊥, which means that we can
de!ne unary join-preserving operations 〈〉 on the Lindenbaum algebra L of HML.
Similarly, [] de!nes a meet preserving operation.
Denition 4.4. S is image-3nite if for all p∈Proc and ∈Act the set
p · = {q∈Proc |p →0 q}
is !nite.
The fundamental results connecting HML and bisimulation are summarized as fol-
lows:
Theorem 4.5 (Hennessy and Milner [17]). (1) Let p; q∈Proc. If p ∼B q then, for
all formulas ’ of HML, p |= ’⇔ q |= ’.
(2) The converse holds if S is image-3nite.
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Fig. 4.
Fig. 5.
5. A tropological system for global testing
Let S= 〈Proc;Act;→0〉 be a labelled transition system. We assume this system
to be !xed throughout Sections 5 and 6. Greek letters , ., etc., with or without
ornaments, stand for actions, and p, q, r and s, or p′, r2, etc., are used for states.
First we de!ne a testing scenario for S, from which a tropological system I is
obtained. The idea is that the equivalence ∼ of this system coincide with bisimulation,
but it will be seen that this is the case only if a “testing discipline” is imposed that
constrains the way in which observations can be performed.
The scenario provides a natural realization of Abramsky’s “global testing” [2], and
the fact that it should not be used freely agrees with his claims that global testing
may make what should be unobservable observable. In fact, most of the results of the
following three sections are about how such global testing can be used in order to
justify bisimulation as a behavioural equivalence.
5.1. The scenario
Assume that S is a model for a testing scenario with buttons ∈Act, “ and &,
and with a green light, as in Fig. 4 with Act= {1; : : : ; n} (n∈N). “ is supposed to
undo the eGects of the last  button pressed, and & is supposed to perform a search
amongst all the states that could have been reached by pressing an  button, as Fig. 5
illustrates; the dotted arrows are potential transitions of  and the solid ones denote an
actual testing trajectory that starts and ends at state ∗. Clearly, some internal memory
is required, as otherwise it may not be always possible to know where to return to
when “ is pressed, or which state to move to after & is pressed. In order to formalize
this idea let us de!ne the following sets:
Proc′ def= {〈X; p〉⊆ 2Proc × Proc |X is !nite and p∈X };
[Proc def= Proc′+ (nonempty lists of “enriched processes”):
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We use x; y; z to range over Proc′∗ and X; Y to stand for !nite subsets of Proc. States
of Proc are represented by p; q. We write “::” for the list “cons” operator.
We will take states of the scenario to be elements of [Proc. Some of the observations
we may perform on the scenario are the following:
• : button  is pressed (action),
• “: button “ is pressed (undo),
• &: button & is pressed (search),
• ×: the green light is oG but  cannot be pressed (refusal of ),
• &×: the green light is oG but & cannot be pressed (refusal of &).
Other observations are possible. For instance, there could be a refusal of “, but that
will not be needed.
The scenario can now be seen as a transition system G def= 〈[Proc; Âct;→1〉, where
Âct def= Act ∪ {× | ∈Act} ∪ {“; &; &×}
and →1 is given by
〈X; p〉 :: x →1 〈Y; q〉 :: y def⇔ Y =p ·  and y= 〈X; p〉 :: x; (6)
〈X; p〉 :: x &→1 〈Y; q〉 :: y def⇔ Y =X \{p} and x=y; (7)
〈X; p〉 :: x 
×
→1 〈Y; q〉 :: y def⇔ X =Y; p= q; x=y and p

→0; (8)
〈X; p〉 :: x &
×
→1 〈Y; q〉 :: y def⇔ X =Y = {p}= {q} and x=y; (9)
〈X; p〉 :: x “→1 〈Y; q〉 :: y def⇔ x= 〈Y; q〉 :: y: (10)
Notice that →1 is image-!nite because →0 is. A refusal &× occurs when the “search
space” X in 〈X; p〉 is a singleton (it cannot be empty, by de!nition). Both &× and the
refusals × are “static”, i.e., they do not change the state.
Intuitively, we may think of the states of Proc as programs and view the scenario
as a debugger, since it allows us to test the programs in ways that are unavailable to
the user during normal execution; for instance, the “debugger” may start its execution
at state 〈{p}; p〉 when loaded with “program” p. Hence, we think of a state
x= 〈X0; p0〉〈X1; p1〉 · · · 〈Xk; pk〉
as corresponding to p0, indeed as an implementation of the “abstract state” p0.
In any case, the correspondence between p and x should be made more than just
intuitive. This will be addressed when discussing implementations and morphisms of
tropological systems in the following sections. For the time being, let us de!ne two
states p∈Proc and x∈ [Proc to be strongly bisimilar wrt Act if they are strongly
bisimilar when viewed as states of the LTS
S Act G def= 〈Proc ∪ [Proc ; Act ; →0 ∪ (→1|Act)〉;
where →1|Act def=→1 ∩ ([Proc × Act × [Proc).
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Proposition 5.1. Let 〈X; p〉 :: x∈ [Proc. Then p and 〈X; p〉 :: x are strongly bisimilar
wrt Act.
Proof. It is straightforward to verify that the relation
R= {〈p; x〉 ∈Proc × [Proc | x= 〈X; p〉 :: y for some X; y }
is a strong bisimulation in S Act G.
5.2. A tropological system
The elements of Âct are some of the observations that can be performed on G; they
generate a quantale of observations, 2Âct
∗
, and we may see G as a tropological system




· Âct∗〉, whose transition relation →2 uniquely extends
→1, and whose satisfaction relation is uniquely determined by the transition relation.
However, by (6)–(10), it is never possible to observe, say, × · , which means that
the quantale relation × ·=⊥ is respected by this system. Instead of trying to !nd all




a ≡S b def⇔∀x;y∈[Proc(x
a→2 y⇔ x b→2 y): (11)
We may do exactly the same for any other transition system labelled with Act, i.e.,
we may extend its transition relation to Âct in the same way that we did for S, and
obtain a congruence on the same free quantale. Let ≡ be the intersection of all such
congruences (still a quantale congruence) and let ) be the quotient quantale 2Âct
∗
=≡,
with natural map j : 2Âct
∗
→). The transition relation →1 of G can now be extended
uniquely to a transition relation → over ) by
x
j(a)→ y def⇔ x a→2 y; (12)
thus de!ning another tropological system,
I= 〈[Proc; );→; ) · ; |=〉;
whose satisfaction relation |= is uniquely determined by →.
5.3. Local observations
Let us say that an element ’61 of ) is local in I when, for all states 〈X; p〉 :: x
and 〈Y; p〉 :: x of [Proc,
〈X; p〉 :: x ’→⇔ 〈Y; p〉 :: x ’→ :
We say ’ is local when it is local in all systems I constructed as above.
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For instance, &× is not local. The following propositions give examples and properties
of local elements. We will use the notation &n for a multiplication & · : : : · & of length
n∈! (with &0 = 1).
Proposition 5.2. Let ∈Act, m∈! and ’1; : : : ; ’m61 in ). Then both × and  ·
&n1 · ’1 · : : : · &nm · ’m · “ are local elements of ), for all n1; : : : ; nm ∈!.
Proof. Simple (it suRces to show that they are local in the generic system I).
Proposition 5.3. The set of local elements in I; written 2I, is a subframe of ).
Proof. Let x def= 〈X; p〉 :: z and y def= 〈Y; p〉 :: z denote arbitrary states of [Proc. (i) The
quantale unit is obviously local, since x 1→ ⇔y 1→. (ii) Given local elements ’ and
 , x
’· → holds if and only if both x ’→ and x  → hold, which is equivalent to saying
that both y
’→ and y  → hold, which is in turn equivalent to saying that y ’· → holds;
this shows that ’ ·  is local. (iii) Let S ⊆2I; x
∨
S→ if and only if x ’→ for some
’∈ S; if S = ∅ the result is obvious; otherwise, let ’∈ S such that x ’→; it follows
that y
’→ and, hence, y
∨
S→ . The converse implication is similar. (i)–(iii) show that
2I is a subquantale. It is a subframe because ↓(1)⊆) is a subframe, which follows
from the (easy to prove) fact that the image of ↓(1) by a quantale homomorphism h :
Q→ 2Proc×Proc is always a frame (it suRces to show that all the h(’) are idempotent).
We will for the remainder of this work write 2‘ for the set of local elements. This
set is the intersection of all the frames 2I, and thus:
Corollary 5.4. The set 2‘ of local elements is a subframe of ).
5.4. Some properties of )
In the following propositions  stands for an element of Act, and ’,  , ’1, ’2, etc.,
denote static elements of ) (i.e., 61).
Proposition 5.5. The following conditions hold in ):
1. ×61;
2. &×61;
3.  · &n1 · ’1 · : : : · &nm · ’m · “61; for all m; n1; :::; nm ∈!;
4. × · =⊥;
5. &× · &=⊥;
6. × ∨ ( · “)= 1;
7. (& ∨ &×) · “= “;
8.  · ’6 · ’ · “ · ;
9.  · ’ · =  · ’ · “ · ;
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10. let ’;  be local, and n∈!; then, if ’ ∨  =1 and ’ ·  =⊥,
(a)  · ’ · (& · ’)n · &× · “ ·  ·  =⊥,
(b)  · ’ · “ ·  ·  · (& ·  )n · &×=⊥,
(c) ( · ’ · “) ∨ × ∨∨n∈! ( ·  · (& ·  )n · &× · “)= 1,
(d)  · ’ · (& · ’)n · &× · “ · =  · ’ · (& · ’)n · &× · “ ·  · ’.
Proof. By (11) and (12), an equality a= b holds in ) if and only if for all systems
S and all states x; y∈ [Proc the following equivalence holds in the tropological system
I that is obtained from S:
x a→ y ⇔ x b→ y:
We now use this in order to prove Properties 4, 9 and 10(a). The others can be proved
in a similar way, or by using previously proved properties in this list (1 and 3 are
immediate corollaries of Proposition 5.2). In all the three cases we assume that the
underlying tropological system I was obtained from an arbitrary transition system S.
4. Let x; z ∈ [Proc. We have x 
×·→ y⇔ x 
×
→1 y →1 z for some y∈ [Proc. By (8) it
follows that we must have x=y and x

→1, which contradicts y →1 z; that is, such a
transition occurs for no x; z, which is equivalent to saying that it occurs exactly when
x ⊥→ z. Hence, we conclude × · =⊥ because the system S is arbitrary.
9. Now we want to show that for all x; y∈ [Proc (we omit the dots in the multipli-
cations)
x
’−→ y ⇔ x ’“−→ y:
We prove the implications in both directions. (⇐) is immediate, from “ · 6. (⇒)
Since ’61, x
’−→y means that
for some z ∈ [Proc; we also have z “→ x, and thus x ’“−→ y, which, since  · 6,
implies x
’“−→ y.
10(a). For each n∈! we must show that it is impossible to have transitions like in
Fig. 6. Let ∗= 〈X; p〉 :: x∈ [Proc. This implies that ◦ and the leftmost • must be of the
form 〈p · ; q〉 :: y and 〈p · ; q′〉 :: y, respectively (y= 〈X; p〉 :: x). By (7) and (9) it
is clear that a sequence & · & · : : : · & · &× can be executed from the latter (and the former,
for that matter) if and only if the number of &’s equals |p · | − 1, i.e., if and only if
n= |p · | − 1. Assuming now that this equality holds, one of the • states must be a
“q state”, i.e., it must be of the form 〈Y; q〉 :: y. Furthermore, ’ can be observed on
it and, since ’ is local, we obtain ◦ ’→, thus contradicting ◦  → because ’ and  are
complements.
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Fig. 6.
The readability of the last four properties of the proposition can be improved if we





 · ’ · (& · ’)n−1 · &× · “ if n ¿ 0:
The meaning of An(; ’) (local ’) is that it can be observed at a state x∈ [Proc if
and only if there are exactly n states y such that x → y, and furthermore ’ can be
observed on all of them.
We also de!ne, for ∈Act and ’∈2‘,





Proposition 5.6. Let ’;  ∈2‘. The following properties hold in ).
1. If ’ and  are complements in 2‘ (i.e., ’ ·  =⊥ and ’ ∨  =1) then so are
E(; ’) and A(;  ),
2.  · ’=E(; ’) ·  · ’,
3. A(; ’) · =A(; ’) ·  · ’.
Proof. Property 1 is a consequence of Propositions 5.2 and 5.5(10(a)–(c)). Property 2
follows from Proposition 5.5(8), for
 · ’=  · ’ · ’6E(; ’) ·  · ’;
and, on the other hand, since E(; ’)61,
E(; ’) ·  · ’6 · ’:
Finally, Property 3 follows from the fact that
An(; ’) · =An(; ’) ·  · ’
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Fig. 7.
for every n∈!, the case n=0 being a consequence of Proposition 5.5(4) and the case
n ¿ 0 coinciding with Proposition 5.5(10(d)).
5.5. Bisimulation
We now discuss some ideas regarding bisimulation and the scenario G, intended
to give some motivation for the following sections, which however do not depend
technically on the present one.
As far as bisimulation is concerned, G can be criticized on the basis that it is too
powerful, for by using the search button one can distinguish states like 1 and 2 in
Fig. 7, but bisimulation cannot. The undo button itself can be criticized on the basis
that it enables us to distinguish, say, 〈X; p〉〈Y; q〉 from 〈X; p〉, which makes no sense
for the original set of states Proc. This problem also exists in the simulation and
ready-simulation examples of [5], but it is not discussed there.
In terms of the testing scenario this means that the black box with buttons alone is an
incomplete description of the experimental setup: we must also provide a method for us-
ing the box, i.e., some rules for manipulating the buttons. Some of these
could be
1. do not use “ unless an  button was pressed before,
2. do not count how often & is pressed; for instance, ask a friend to do the testing for
you and ask him only for the relevant information — this friend plays the role of
a computer interface, whereas the black box is the implementation level.
We can formalize this idea by de!ning the quantale of observations to be the least
subquantale of ) that contains Act∪O⊆) (by a common abuse of language we are
treating Act as a subset of )), where O is a set inductively de!ned by
1∈O;
⊥∈O;
E(; x)∈O if x∈O;
A(; x)∈O if x∈O
(Notice the analogy with the formulas of HML.)
Let us call this subquantale )B. The inclusion )B→) makes ) ·  a )B-module, and
the observable properties are the elements of the sub-)B-module of ) ·  spanned by ,
which we write +B. The tropological system I is a morphism 〈); ) · 〉→〈2[Proc×[Proc;
2[Proc〉. Hence, the morphism 〈)B; +B〉→ 〈); ) · 〉 yields, by composition, another
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tropological system, IB. Its transition and satisfaction relations are the obvious re-
strictions of those of I to )B and +B.
In Section 8 we will be able to prove the following result.
Theorem 5.7. Let x; y∈ [Proc. Then x∼y in IB if and only if x and y are strongly
bisimilar wrt Act.
(By “bisimilar wrt Act” we mean bisimilar in the transition system G |Act def= 〈[Proc;
Act;→1 |Act〉.)
This shows that the constraints imposed on the modus operandi of the scenario are
what it takes for states to be equivalent exactly when they are bisimilar. In view of
Proposition 5.1, we obtain:
Corollary 5.8. Let x= 〈X; p〉 :: x′ and y= 〈Y; q〉 ::y′ be states of [Proc. Then x∼y in
IB if and only if p and q are strongly bisimilar in S.
5.6. Remarks
The module of properties of the system I is the initial )-module ) · . Thus it can
be presented with an empty set of de!ning relations. According to the completeness
criteria described in Section 3.2 such a set is not complete with respect to the class of
all transition systems G obtained from arbitrary transition systems S; for instance, it
is easy to see that the module relations




&n · &× (14)
are respected by the generic system I, but they do not hold in ) · , as the example
below shows. However, the module ) ·  will be enough for the purposes of this paper.
Example 5.9. Let S be a transition system with set of states Proc= {p; q} (p = q)
and no transitions. The state x def= 〈{p; q}; p〉 ∈ [Proc is such that x → x, but neither
x
(&∨ &×) · −→ x nor x
∨
n &
n · &× · −→ x holds, whence it follows that, in );  =(&∨ &×) · 
and  =(∨n &n · &×) · ; that is, the module relations (13) and (14) do not hold in
) · . However, they are respected by any tropological system I (i.e., one obtained




&n · &×−→ for some n∈!.
6. An abstract tropological system for bisimulation
As before, let S= 〈Proc;Act;→0〉 be a labelled transition system. In this section we
will see how to obtain from S a tropological system B whose equivalence of states
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coincides with strong bisimulation, but abstracting away from the details of the previous
scenario. Instead, what we will do corresponds to seeing HML formulas themselves
as !nite observations, even though this is just a motivating idea, for technically no
use will be made of the results that relate HML and bisimulation. The tropological
system B can be seen as a formalization of this “HML-scenario”. It describes how
HML formulas can be observed, but it remains to be explained how such a scenario
can be implemented. In Section 8 we will relate the results of this and the previous
section and show that the scenario G can be used for implementing the HML scenario.
6.1. B-frames and B-lattices
Denition 6.1. A B-frame (over Act) is a frame 2 together with unary operations
〈〉 (∈Act), such that
• each 〈〉 preserves all joins;
• for all ’∈2, if ’ has a complement then 〈〉’ has a complement.
A homomorphism of B-frames h :2→2′ is a frame homomorphism that preserves
every 〈〉, i.e., such that h(〈〉2’)= 〈〉2′(h(’)) for all ’∈2.
B-frames and their homomorphisms form a category, B-Frm, whose initial objects
will play an important role. We now show that initial B-frames exist, using the same
kind of proof that Abramsky and Vickers [5] use for RS-frames; !rst we de!ne a
category of lattices with initial objects and then a left adjoint from that category to
B-Frm. The proof is slightly more complicated now because the right adjoint is not
just a forgetful functor, as in the case of RS-frames.
Denition 6.2. A B-lattice (over Act) is a boolean algebra L together with unary
join-preserving operations 〈〉 :L→L (∈Act). A homomorphism of B-lattices is a
homomorphism of boolean algebras that preserves every 〈〉.
From universal algebra it follows that B-lattices and their homomorphisms form a
bicomplete category, which we denote by B-Lat.
Example 6.3. The Lindenbaum algebra of HML is clearly a B-lattice. Later we will
see that it is initial (Corollary 9.13).
Proposition 6.4. Let 2 be a B-frame over Act. The set L of its complemented ele-
ments is a sublattice closed under the unary operations 〈〉; and it is a B-lattice.
Proof. Let ’;  ∈L, and denote their complements by ’′ and  ′, respectively:
1. L is closed under meets: (’′ ∨  ′)∧ (’∧  )= (’′ ∧’∧  )∨ ( ′ ∧’∧  )=⊥∨⊥=
⊥; (’′ ∨  ′)∨ (’∧  )= (’′ ∨  ′ ∨’)∧ (’′ ∨  ′ ∨  )=∨=; this shows that
’∧  has a complement (’′ ∨  ′), i.e., it belongs to L.
2. L is closed under joins: similar.
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3. L is closed under unary operations: by de!nition, if ’ has a complement, then 〈〉’
has a complement. Thus, if ’∈L then 〈〉’ has a complement.
4. L is distributive because it is a sublattice of a distributive lattice. It is also comple-
mented and contains  and ⊥. Hence, it is a boolean algebra.
Proposition 6.5. The map that assigns to each B-frame its B-lattice of complemented
elements can be extended to a functor G :B-Frm→B-Lat.
Proof. Let 2;2′ be B-frames and L; L′ their B-lattices of complemented elements.
Given a B-frame homomorphism h :2→2′, de!ne G(h) :L→L′ to be the restriction
of h to L. This is well de!ned because frame homomorphisms preserve complements
when they exist (it suRces to see that they preserve  and ⊥ — see, e.g., [9, Lemma
7.5]), and thus h(L)⊆L′.
Proposition 6.6. The ideal completion of B-lattices can be extended to a functor
F :B-Lat→B-Frm; left adjoint to G.
Proof. Let L be a B-lattice. Its ideal completion Idl(L) is a frame under inclusion
because L is a distributive lattice (Proposition 3.6(3)). And, for each ∈Act, the
unary operation 〈〉 can be uniquely extended to Idl(L) so as to preserve all joins, by
Proposition 3.6(2), thus de!ning a B-frame over Act.
The embedding 6 :L→ Idl(L) that maps each x∈L to its principal ideal ↓ (x) maps
 to the maximum of Idl(L) and ⊥ to the minimum of Idl(L) and thus it preserves
complements. Hence, 6(L)⊆G(Idl(L)) and thus the embedding is also a boolean alge-
bra homomorphism L→G(Idl(L)), which we call 6L. Furthermore, 6L clearly preserves
the unary operations 〈〉, so it is a B-lattice homomorphism.
We now show that every pair 〈Idl(L); 6L〉 is a universal arrow from L to G, thus
proving that Idl( ) is the object part of a functor F :B-Lat→B-Frm, left adjoint
to G (see [22, Chapter IV]). Let 2 be a B-frame and h :L→G(2) a B-lattice ho-
momorphism; h is also a join-semilattice homomorphism L→2, and 6L is a join-
semilattice homomorphism L→ Idl(L); thus there is a unique sup-lattice homomorphism
h] : Idl(L)→2 such that
h] ◦ 6L = h: (15)
Since h and 6L have values in G(2) and G(Idl(L)), respectively, (15) is equivalent to
G(h]) ◦ 6L = h, and thus all we have left to do is prove that h] is in fact a B-frame
homomorphism: it is a frame homomorphism because h is a (distributive) lattice ho-
momorphism; and, by naturality of the assignment L → 6L (as part of the adjunction
from join-semilattices to sup-lattices), it preserves the unary operations 〈〉 because
these are join-semilattice endomorphisms.
Corollary 6.7. There is an initial B-frame.
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Note that an element like 〈〉’ is supposed to represent a “possibility”, similar to the
“diamond” formulas of HML; hence, if ’ has a complement ’′, it is natural to adopt
the notation []’′ to represent the complement of 〈〉’. This diamond-box notation
will be used throughout this paper; in a “formula” like []’, it is always assumed that
’ is complemented.
6.2. A quantale of abstract observations
Our purpose in de!ning B-frames is partly that of including elements of a B-frame
as observations, in a quantale. In particular, we will use an initial B-frame, denoted
by 2B.
Denition 6.8. The bisimulation quantale QB is de!ned by generators and relations as
follows:
QB =Qu 〈2B (qua quantale);Act |
 ·’= 〈〉’ ·  ·’;
[] · = [] ·  ·  
(∈Act; ’;  ∈2B)〉:
In the above we see that 〈〉’ works as a precondition for observing  ·’, whereas
 is a postcondition of [] · . By a familiar abuse of language we will usually treat
2B as a subquantale of QB instead of making explicit the fact that it is only isomorphic
to a subquantale of QB. For instance, we write
’ ·  =’∧  ; (16)
where “·” is the multiplication of QB and “∧” stands for meet in 2B.
6.3. A module of abstract observable properties
Theorem 6.9. (1) 2B is a left QB-module whose action satis3es  ·’= 〈〉’ for all
∈Act and ’∈2B.
(2) Given any left QB-module M such that  ·’ ·
∨
M = 〈〉’ ·∨M; there is one
and only one topped left QB-module homomorphism k :2B→M .
In other words, this theorem tells us that 2B is a QB-module isomorphic to
QB-Mod
〈∅ |  ·’= 〈〉’ (∈Act; ’∈2B)〉:
Proof. (1) We must de!ne an action of QB on 2B. First we de!ne, for all generators
of QB, i.e., for all ’;  ∈2B and ∈Act,
 ·’=  ∧’; (17)
 ·’= 〈〉’: (18)
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Now we show that this de!nition can be extended to all of QB by showing that it re-
spects the de!ning relations of QB. [In other words, the map Act∪2B→〈SupLat(2B;
2B); ◦〉 de!ned by (17) and (18) must respect the relations.] This can be split into three
parts, namely proving that (i) it respects the quantale (frame) structure of 2B; (ii) it re-
spects the relations  ·’= 〈〉’ ·  ·’; and (iii) it respects the relations [] ·  ·  = []
 · . Part (i) results from three applications of (17): for all ’;  ; 7∈2B and S ⊆2B,
1 · 7 = 7 (because 1 is the top of 2B);
(’∧  ) · 7 = ’ · ( · 7) (due to associativity of ∧);
(
∨
S) · 7 = ∨ {’ · 7 |’∈ S} (by distributivity of ∧ over ∨):
Part (ii) is proved as follows:
 · (’ ·  ) = 〈〉(’∧  ) (by de!nition)
= 〈〉’∧ 〈〉(’∧  ) (because 〈〉(’∧  )6〈〉’)
= 〈〉’ · ( · (’ ·  )) (by de!nition):
Finally, for part (iii) we note that, if ’′ is the complement of ’, then
[]’∧ 〈〉(’′ ∧  )=⊥: (19)
This is because 〈〉’′ is the complement of []’ and 〈〉(’′ ∧  )6〈〉’′. Hence,
[]’ · ( · (’ ·  )) = []’∧ 〈〉(’∧  ) (by de!nition)
= ([]’∧ 〈〉(’∧  ))
∨ ([]’∧ 〈〉(’′ ∧  )) [by (19)]
= []’∧ 〈〉((’∧  )∨ (’′ ∧  )) (by distributivity and
join preservation of 〈〉)
= []’∧ 〈〉 
= []’ · ( ·  ) (by de!nition):
(2) For the second part of the theorem, let M be a left QB-module such that
 ·’ ·∨M = 〈〉’ ·∨M . Let also k :2B→M be the map de!ned by k(’)= ,(’ · )
for all ’∈2B, where  is the top of QB and , is the (unique) topped module homo-
morphism from QB ·  to M . With this de!nition, k clearly preserves joins and top.
Now we must verify that it preserves the action; it suRces to do it for the quantale
generators of QB. Let then ∈Act and ’;  ∈2B:
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 · k(’) =  · ,(’ · )
=  ·’ ·∨M (because , is a topped module homomorphism)
= 〈〉’ ·∨M
= ,(〈〉’ · ) (because , is a topped module homomorphism)
= k(〈〉’)
= k( ·’); [by (18)]
 · k(’) = ,( ·’ · ) (because , is a module homomorphism)
= ,( ∧’ · ) [by (16)]
= k( ∧’)
= k( ·’) [by (17)]:
Finally, uniqueness of k follows from the fact that 2B is spanned by its top (i.e., by
1), since, given any other topped left module homomorphism k ′ :2B→M , we have
k(a · 1)= a · k(1)= a · k ′(1)= k ′(a · 1) for all a∈QB.
6.4. The tropological system B
The main idea now is to build a tropological system, with quantale QB and module
2B, out of S, in such a way that the transition relation →0 is preserved. Furthermore,
we will see that such a tropological system is unique.
Lemma 6.10. The frame 2Proc (ordered by inclusion) is a subquantale of 2Proc×Proc
and a B-frame over Act; satisfying; for all ∈Act and X ⊆Proc;
〈p;p〉 ∈ 〈〉X ⇔∃q∈P(p →0 q and 〈q; q〉 ∈X ); (20)
〈p;p〉 ∈ []X ⇔∀q∈P(p →0 q⇒〈q; q〉 ∈X ): (21)
Proof. The frame contains the unit of the quantale (Proc), it is obviously closed
for joins (unions), and, given any X; Y ∈ 2Proc , we have X ;Y =X ∩Y ; thus 2Proc is
also closed under quantale multiplication, which shows that it is a subquantale. Con-
dition (20) is automatically satis!ed if we de!ne, for all X ∈ 2Proc and ∈Act,
〈〉X = {〈p;p〉 ∈Proc×Proc | ∃q∈Proc(p →0 q and 〈q; q〉 ∈X )}:
Clearly, the operations 〈〉 preserve unions, and the frame is a complete boolean
algebra, hence a B-frame. Finally, (21) follows from (20) because complements in
this frame are of the form ¬Y =Proc\Y , and thus 〈p;p〉 ∈ []X is equivalent to
〈p;p〉 =∈ 〈〉(¬X ), which in turn holds exactly when, for all q∈Proc, if p →0 q then
〈q; q〉 =∈¬X , i.e., 〈q; q〉 ∈X .
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Theorem 6.11. (1) There is a unique sts
B
def= 〈Proc; QB;→; 2B; |=〉
such that p → q⇔p →0 q.




〈〉’→ p⇔∃q∈P(p → q∧ q ’→ q);
(c) p
[]’→ p⇔∀q∈P(p → q⇒ q ’→ q);
(d) p |=’∧  ⇔ (p |=’ and p |=  );
(e) if ’ has a complement ’′ then p |=’′⇔p |=’.
Proof. First recall that a tropological system 〈Proc; QB;→; 2B; |=〉 is the same as a
topped morphism 〈h; k〉 : 〈QB; 2B〉→ 〈2Proc×Proc; 2Proc〉 (Theorem 2.14).
Now we prove that if 〈Proc; QB;→; 2B; |=〉 is a tropological system then (2a)–
(2c) must hold; the (2d) and (2e) cases are very simple and their proofs are omitted.
Let ’∈2B. As an element of QB, we have ’61. Thus, h(’)⊆ h(1)=Proc; this
implies p
’→p⇔p ’→. By Proposition 2.13, we have p ’→⇔p |=’ · 1 and, by (17),
the equalities ’ · 1=’∧ 1=’ hold in 2B, which proves (2a). Now let ∈Act and
’∈2B. Then,
p
〈〉’−→p ⇔ p |= 〈〉’ [By (2a)]
⇔ p |=  ·’ [By (18)]
⇔ p → q and q |=’ [By De!nition 2.12(5)]
⇔ p → q and q ’→ q [By (2a)];
which proves (b). Let ’′ be the complement of ’ in 2B. Then, in QB; ’′ ·’=⊥;
’′ ∨’=1; 〈〉’′ · []’=⊥ and 〈〉’′ ∨ []’=1. Hence, h(’′)=Proc\h(’) and




→p, and p []’→ p⇔p
〈〉’′
→ p; it is
straightforward to obtain (2c) from this and (2b).
Now notice that (2b) means precisely that h preserves the unary operations 〈〉,
by (20). If h is a quantale homomorphism, then its restriction to 2B is a frame
homomorphism, hence a B-frame homomorphism, and it is unique because 2B is
an initial B-frame. The restriction of h to Act is unique, too, due to the condition
p →q⇔p →0 q. This means that h is uniquely de!ned on all generators of QB, and
thus it is unique. Taking into account that 2B is spanned by its top, there is at most
one QB-module homomorphism k :2B→ 2P , thus proving that there is at most one
tropological system 〈Proc; QB;→; 2B; |=〉.
In order to prove existence, let f be the unique B-frame homomorphism 2B→ 2Proc
and let h0 :Act∪2B→ 2Proc×Proc be the map de!ned by, for ∈Act and ’∈2B,
h0() = {〈p; q〉 ∈Proc×Proc |p a→0 q};
h0(’) =f(’):
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In order to show that h0 can be extended to a quantale homomorphism h :QB→
2Proc×Proc we show that it respects the de!ning relations of QB: the quantale (frame)
structure of 2B is preserved, by construction; for all p; q∈Proc, if 〈p; q〉 ∈ h0()
and 〈q; q〉 ∈ h0(’) then, by (20), 〈p;p〉 ∈ h0(〈〉’), which shows that h0(); h0(’)=
h0(〈〉’); h0(); h0(’), i.e., the relation 〈〉’ ·  ·’=  ·’ is respected by h0; for all
p; q∈Proc, if 〈p;p〉 ∈ h0([]’) and 〈p; q〉 ∈ h0() then, by (21), 〈q; q〉 ∈ h0(’), which
shows that h0([]’); h0()= h0([]’); h0(); h0(’), i.e., the relation []’ · = []’ · ·’
is respected by h0. Finally, we show that the module relation of 2B is respected, too,
i.e., that in 2Proc we have h0() · h0(’) ·Proc= h0(〈〉’) ·Proc; from Example 2.7 it
follows that for all R⊆Proc×Proc we have p∈R ·Proc if and only if 〈p; q〉 ∈R for
some q∈Proc, and thus
p∈ h0(〈〉’) ·Proc ⇔ 〈p;p〉 ∈ h0(〈〉’)
⇔ 〈p;p〉 ∈ 〈〉h0(’)
⇔ ∃q∈Proc(〈p; q〉 ∈ h0(); h0(’)) [by (20)]
⇔ p∈ h0() · h0(’) ·Proc:
6.5. Bisimulation
Now we want to prove that the equivalence ∼ on processes determined by 2B
coincides with strong bisimilarity ∼B, which is the content of Theorems 6.12 and 6.16
below.
Theorem 6.12. For any p; q∈Proc; if p and q are bisimilar then p q.
Proof. First we de!ne, for each set U ⊆2B, a preorder U ⊆Proc×Proc such that,
for all p; q∈Proc,
pU q def⇔p |=’⇒ q |=’ for all ’∈U:
The specialization preorder  (De!nition 2.17) thus coincides with U when U =2B.
Now, given any relation R⊆Proc×Proc, de!ne
U (R) def= {’∈2B | ∀p; q∈Proc[pRq⇒ (p |=’⇒ q |=’)]};
and notice that R⊆U (R), for if pRq then p |=’⇒ q |=’ for all ’∈U (R). It is also
simple to show that U (R) contains 1 (the top of 2B), and that it is closed for joins
(including ⊥) and binary meets. To prove the latter, for instance, let ’;  ∈U (R) and
p; q∈Proc. If p |=’∧  then p |=’ and p |=  ; and, if pRq, it follows that q |=’ and
q |=  , by the de!nition of U (R); that is, q |=’∧  , which shows that ’∧  ∈U (R).
Now we prove that if R is a strong bisimulation then U (R) is also closed for the
operations 〈〉 and [] (the latter is only a partial operation, since it is only de!ned
on complemented elements of 2B). Let ’∈U (R) and p |= 〈〉’; by Theorem 6.11–
2(a, b) it follows that p →p′ and p′ |=’ for some p′ ∈Proc; if pRq then, by the
de!nition of strong bisimulation, there is q′ ∈P such that q → q′ and p′Rq′; and the
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latter implies, by the de!nition of U (R), that q′ |=’, and thus q |= 〈〉’, which shows
that 〈〉’∈U (R). Now let ’∈U (R) be complemented, and let pRq for some state q; if
R is a strong bisimulation and q → q′ then there exists p′ such that p →p′ and p′Rq′;
then, by Theorem 6.11–2(a, c), p |= []’ implies that p′ |=’, and thus q′ |=’, by the
de!nition of U (R); we have thus proved that p |= []’⇒ q |= []’ if pRq, hence that
[]’∈U (R).
Given the above closure properties we may conclude that U (R) coincides with 2B
when R is a strong bisimulation. Therefore, if p and q are strongly bisimilar it follows
that p2B q; that is, p q.
Remark 6.13. This theorem was to be expected, given the results on bisimulation and
HML; in fact, based on those results a diGerent proof could be given by showing that
the satisfaction relation of HML agrees with that of B, as given by Theorem 6.11,
in the sense that for all states p and formulas ’ we have p |=HML ’ if and only if
p |= <’= in B, where <:= : HML→2B is the obvious interpretation of the formulas of
HML over 2B (see also the proof of Corollary 9.13).
For the converse a few restrictions have to be imposed on the labelled transition
system S. First of all it is easy to see that the unique topped QB-module homo-
morphism k :2B→ 2Proc is also a frame homomorphism (this is equivalent to 2(d) in
Theorem 6.11, since we already know that k preserves joins and top). Thus we can
de!ne a topology on Proc, whose open sets are the extensions of the elements of 2B,
i.e., the sets k(’)= {p∈Proc |p |=’}, with ’∈2B. The corresponding specialization
preorder, i.e., the relation ′⊆Proc×Proc such that p′ q exactly when q belongs
to all open sets to which p belongs, coincides with the specialization preorder  of
the tropological system.
Denition 6.14. The system S is image-closed if, for every ∈Act; p∈Proc, the
set p · = {q∈Proc |p →0 q} satis!es
↓ (p · )=p · ;
i.e., its lower closure (with respect to ) coincides with the topological closure.
Proposition 6.15. The specialization preorder is symmetric (it coincides with ∼).
Proof. All the elements of 2B are of the form
∨
X , where X ⊆2B is a set of com-
plemented elements. Let q∈Proc. If q |=∨X then q |=’ for some ’∈X , which is
equivalent to q |=’′, where ’′ is the complement of ’. Hence, if p q we obtain
p |=’′, i.e., p |=’, and therefore p |=∨X , showing that qp.
Theorem 6.16. If S is image-closed then  is a strong bisimulation.
Proof. Given the above proposition, it suRces to show that  is a strong simulation.
Let p q and p →0 p′. We need to show that there is q′ such that p′ q′ and q →0 q′.
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Let then k(’) be an arbitrary open set that contains p′, i.e., such that p′ |=’. It follows
that p |= 〈〉’, and thus q |= 〈〉’, which in turn implies q → q′′ and q′′ |=’ for some
q′′ ∈Proc. Hence, (q · )∩ k(’) = ∅ and thus p′ ∈ q ·  because k(’) is an arbitrary
open set. By hypothesis, this means p′ ∈↓ (q · ), and thus there exists q′ ∈ q ·  such
that p′ q′, i.e., a q′ such that q →0 q′ and p′ q′, as we wanted to prove.
We may therefore conclude that ∼ is the greatest strong bisimulation, for image-
closed transition systems. In particular, this holds for image-!nite systems, because the
lower-closure of any !nite subset of a topological space is always topologically closed.
6.6. Remarks
B-frames are also RS-frames in the sense of [5], and the construction of the quantale
QB is similar to that of the quantale Qhf of [5]. The details are more complicated here,
namely regarding the construction of the initial B-frame, essentially because the right
adjoint from B-frames to B-lattices is not just a forgetful functor, as in the case of RS-
frames. A simpli!cation could have been obtained by de!ning a B-frame to be a frame
equipped with (total) operations 〈〉 and [] for each ∈Act, such that 〈〉 preserves
all joins, [] preserves !nite meets and directed joins, and the following laws hold:
〈〉’∧ [] 6 〈〉(’∧  );
〈〉’∨ [] ¿ [](’∨  ):
B-frame homomorphisms would be the frame homomorphisms that preserve both 〈〉
and []. It is easy to see that the resulting category is a subcategory of B-Frm. The
frame of ideals of the initial B-lattice, 2B, is also a B-frame in the new sense, and
furthermore it is initial in the new category (these are consequences of [33, Theo-
rem 9.1.5]). The reason why we have not adopted this alternative treatment is that
Lemma 6.10 (and consequently Theorem 6.11) would only hold for image-!nite sys-
tems. To a great extent this limitation would be acceptable because in the de!nition
of I we already need to restrict to such systems, but the proof of third completeness
in Section 9.2 is based on the application of Theorem 6.11 to a system (UB) that is
not image-!nite.
7. Implementations of tropological systems
7.1. Morphisms of tropological systems
Denition 7.1. Let T= 〈P0; Q0;→0; M0; |=0〉 and S= 〈P;Q;→; M; |=〉 be tropological
systems. A morphism of tropological systems 9 :T→S is a triple 〈f; h; k〉, where
f :P0→P is a map and 〈h; k〉 : 〈Q;M 〉→ 〈Q0; M0〉 is a topped module morphism, such
that the following satisfaction condition holds, for all p∈P0; ’∈M :
p |=0 k(’)⇔f(p) |=’:
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Given a morphism 9 def= 〈f; h; k〉 :T→S we will often overload notation when no
confusion may arise, writing the satisfaction condition as
p |= 9(’)⇔ 9(p) |=’:
We will also occasionally use the notation pt(9) for f (the points part of 9), )(9) for
h and +(9) for k.
Morphisms of tropological systems are a generalization of the continuous maps of
topological systems. They are quite diGerent from other more usual morphisms of
labelled transition systems (e.g., the ones in [6] or [34]), in that the transition relations
on both sides can be quite diGerent, as long as the behaviours, as expressed in terms
of (usually observable) properties, are not.
Example 7.2. We de!ne the discrete tropological system over a set P to be DP =
〈P; 2P×P;→; 2P; |=〉, where p a→ q means 〈p; q〉 ∈ a and p|=’ means p∈’; in terms
of the representation by topped module morphisms (Theorem 2.14), D coincides with
the identity 1〈2P×P ;2P〉. Any other tropological system S= 〈P;Q;→; M; |=〉 can be rep-
resented by a morphism 9 :DP →S, where pt(9)= 1P and 〈)(9); +(9)〉 : 〈Q;M 〉→
〈2P×P; 2P〉 is the representation of S as a topped module morphism.
Example 7.3. Let the following be tropological systems for trace equivalence and
strong bisimilarity, as in the !rst example of Section 4.2 and in Theorem 6.11, re-
spectively:
T= 〈Proc; 2Act∗ ;→; 2Act∗·Act∗; |=〉;
B= 〈Proc; QB;→; 2B; |=〉:
Then 〈1Proc; h; k〉, where 〈h; k〉 : 〈2Act∗ ; 2Act∗·Act∗〉→ 〈QB; 2B〉 is the unique topped
module morphism that preserves the elements of Act, is a tropological system mor-
phism B→T.
Example 7.4. Fig. 8 represents two labelled transition systems, with sets of labels
A= {} (right) and B= {.; ;} (left), with . = ;, and a map that assigns a state on
the right to each state on the left. If we see these systems as tropological systems,
with modules 〈2A∗ ; 2A∗ · A∗〉 and 〈2B∗ ; 2B∗ · B∗〉 (as in Section 4.2), then the above
map, together with the unique topped module morphism such that  → . · ;, de!nes
a tropological system morphism, which essentially means that the states on the left
have the same traces as the states to which they are mapped, provided we perform the
(contravariant) translation indicated by the module morphism; the latter can in fact be
seen as de!ning an implementation (re!nement) of the observations of 2A
∗
; e.g., the
simple action  becomes the “procedure” . · ;.
Notice that there is a sense in which states on the left can do more than states on
the right; for instance, the state in the middle (left) can do ., which is meaningless
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Fig. 8.
Fig. 9.
for the system on the right because . is not the translation of any its observations.
However, we will no longer have a morphism if the left system is changed slightly,
as in Fig. 9. This is because the left middle state now can do . · ;, but the state to
which it is mapped cannot do . In fact, in this case there is no tropological system
morphism from the left to the right with  → . · ;.
7.2. Implementations
Let 9 :T→S be a tropological system morphism. The structure of observations
and properties is preserved by 〈)(9); +(9)〉, since the latter is a morphism rather than
just a pair of maps. We can see this as being an interpretation of the observations and
properties of S by those of T. This interpretation is not necessarily surjective, which
means that T can usually do more than S, as for instance in Example 7.3, where
QB properly contains (an isomorphic copy of) 2Act
∗
. Furthermore, the translation of an
observation of S is usually more “detailed” (an example is the “procedure” . · ; in
Example 7.4).
The satisfaction condition tells us that a can be observed on 9(p) iG the “procedure”
corresponding to a (i.e., )(9)(a)) can be executed on p, and a similar remark applies
to properties. This means that p and 9(p) are essentially indistinguishable if we restrict
to observations and properties of S. Hence, 9(p) can be seen as an abstract machine of
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which p is a possible (concrete) implementation. The following proposition is another
facet of this.
Proposition 7.5. Let 9 : 〈P0; Q0;→0; M0; |=0〉→ 〈P;Q;→; M; |=〉 be a tropological sys-
tem morphism; and p; q∈P0. If p ∼0 q then 9(p) ∼ 9(q).
Proof. Let p; q∈P0, p ∼0 q, and ’ be any element of M . By the satisfaction condition,
9(p)|=’ iG p |=0 9(’). By hypothesis p |=0 9(’) is equivalent to q |=0 9(’) and,
again by the satisfaction condition, to 9(q)|=’.
These considerations convey a notion of implementation of systems, in the sense
that T can immitate the behaviour of the “simpler” system S. We call T the target
of the implementation and S the source.
A morphism 9 :T→S may represent an incomplete implementation if some states
of S cannot be implemented by any state of T. Otherwise the implementation is
said to be complete. In other words, an implementation 9 is complete when pt(9) is
surjective.
Let 9 :T→S be a morphism of tropological systems, where
T= 〈PT; QT;→T; MT; |=T〉;
S= 〈PS; QS;→S; MS; |=S〉:
We can de!ne relations →⊆PT×QS×PT and |=⊆PT×MS by, for all p; q∈PT,
a∈QS and ’∈MS,
p a→ q def⇔p 9(a)→T q;
p|=’ def⇔p |=T 9(’):
It turns out that:
Proposition 7.6. 〈PT; QS;→; MS; |=〉 is a tropological system.
Proof. In terms of the representation of tropological systems by morphisms of QMod,
this system is simply the composition 〈h; k〉 ◦ 〈)(9); +(9)〉, where 〈h; k〉 represents T.
We denote the above system by T . 9. It is easy to show that 〈pt(9); 1QS ; 1MS〉 is
a morphism T . 9→S, which shows that T . 9 provides as good an implementation
target for S as T itself does. Besides, T . 9 is a system whose interface is that of
S and whose states are those of T. If 9 is complete this means that T . 9 stands for
a machine (or set of machines, one for each state of PT) that cannot be distinguished
from S in terms of observable properties (if 9 is not complete it may be that T . 9
fails to behave in some of the ways allowed to S, but in any case it never does
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anything which S cannot itself do). Hence, we call T . 9 the implementation of S
over T (wrt 9).
8. Implementing the abstract system
In this section we show that the scenario G of Section 5 can be used in order to
implement the abstract “HML-scenario” of Section 6. More precisely, we show that
the tropological system B can be implemented over I. This has two aspects. The
!rst is that observations of QB must be translated into observations of ) (and the
same for properties). The second aspect is that elements of [Proc provide implemen-
tations for those in Proc, in the sense discussed in the previous section; in particular,
a state 〈X; p〉 :: x will be viewed as an implementation of p, as already mentioned in
Section 5.1.
The two aspects will be combined to yield a morphism I→B.
8.1. Implementing the observations
We now de!ne a topped module morphism from 〈QB; 2B〉 to 〈); ) · 〉.
Lemma 8.1. 2‘ is a B-frame over Act.
Proof. We have already seen that it is a frame (Corollary 5.4). By Proposition 5.2, if
’ is local then so is E(; ’). We thus de!ne the B-frame operations to be E(; ) :2‘→
2‘, which clearly preserve joins because quantale multiplication is distributive. Fur-
thermore, by Proposition 5.6 it follows that E(; ’) is complemented if ’ is.
Given that 2B is an initial B-frame, there is a unique B-frame homomorphism
, :2B→2‘. It satis!es
,(〈〉’)=E(; ,(’)); (22)
,([]’)=A(; ,(’)): (23)
The !rst equation is just the preservation of the unary B-frame operations by ,, and the
second is a consequence of the !rst plus the fact that frame homomorphisms preserve
complements, together with Proposition 5.6(1).
Now de!ne a map f : Act ∪ 2B→) by, for all  ∈ Act and ’ ∈ 2B,
f()= ;
f(’)= ,(’):
Theorem 8.2. There is a unique topped module morphism
〈hB; kB〉 : 〈QB; 2B〉→ 〈); ) · 〉
such that hB(a)=f(a) for all a ∈ Act ∪ 2B.
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Proof. Uniqueness of hB is immediate because f is de!ned on all the generators of
QB. For existence we show that f respects the de!ning relations of QB and thus can
be extended to a quantale homomorphism hB: it respects the frame structure of 2B, by
construction; the relations  · ’= 〈〉’ ·  · ’ are respected because
f() · f(’)=  · f(’)=E(; f(’)) ·  · f(’)=f(〈〉’) ·  · f(’);
the last equality is a consequence of (22) and the one before is a consequence of
Proposition 5.6(2); similary, from (23) and Proposition 5.6(3) one proves that the
relations []’ · = []’ ·  · ’ are respected.
Now, hB makes ) ·  a QB-module, and, by Proposition 5.5(9), f respects the
de!ning relations of 2B as a left QB-module (which are given by Theorem 6.9). Hence,
there is a (unique) topped QB-module homomorphism kB :2B→) ·, or, equivalently,
a unique topped morphism 〈hB; kB〉 : 〈QB; 2B〉→ 〈); ) · 〉.
Now we can prove Theorem 5.7, as was promised in Section 5.5:
Proof of Theorem 5.7. The system I of Section 5 can be identi!ed with a topped
morphism
〈); ) · 〉→〈2[Proc×[Proc; 2[Proc〉:
Hence, 〈hB; kB〉 gives us, by composition, another tropological system, B̂, with set of
states [Proc and module 〈QB; 2B〉.
In B̂ there is a transition x a→B y if and only if in I we have x hB(a)→ y. This also
means that equivalence of states in B̂ can be formulated in terms of I and the image
hB(QB), as follows:
x∼y ⇔ ∀a∈hB(QB)(x a→ ⇔ y a→):
But the image hB(QB) is precisely the subquantale )B of Section 5.5, so we are in fact
saying that equivalence in B̂ is the same as in IB, and equivalence in B̂ is strong
bisimulation because the system is image-!nite.
8.2. Implementing B
We now put together our previous remarks about implementations and make explicit
the fact that B can be implemented over I; that is, we show that there is a morphism
I→B.
Theorem 8.3. I is a complete implementation of B.
Proof. We must de!ne a morphism 9B :I→B. First we de!ne its state part pt(9B)
by, for all 〈X; p〉 :: x ∈ [Proc,
〈X; p〉 :: x → p:
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Fig. 10.
This is a surjective map, so the implementation will be complete. We now show that,
together with the topped morphism 〈hB; kB〉 of Theorem 8.2, this makes a tropological
system morphism I→B, by showing that the satisfaction condition holds, i.e., that
for all x= 〈X; p〉 :: y ∈ [Proc and ’ ∈ 2B,
x|=kB(’)⇔ p|=’:
By Proposition 5.1, x∼Bp. By Theorem 6.11 (applied to the LTS S  Act G — see
comments before Proposition 5.1) and Theorem 6.12 it follows that x and p satisfy
exactly the same properties of 2B, where x is seen as a state of B̂ (see the proof of
Theorem 5.7 in Section 8.1 for the de!nition of B̂). But x|=’ in B̂ if and only if
x|=kB(’) in I, and thus p|=’ in B exactly when x|=kB(’) in I.
8.3. Remarks
What we have seen so far formalizes the idea that (image-!nite) transition systems
can be implemented in such a way that their resulting behaviour is perceived “modulo
bisimulation”. The intuitive idea is that if we see a state of an LTS as a kind of
program, then its observed behaviour depends on the environment in which it runs,
and the latter can be made powerful enough. Indeed, the implementation environment
we de!ned for the generic transition system S acts as an on-line veri!er of HML
formulas, so it should come as no surprise that the resulting process equivalence is
bisimulation. From this point of view, the interest of the results in this section lies
in the evidence they provide that such a brute force solution meets the “observational
standards” imposed by the algebraic framework of quantales and tropological systems.
Two important aspects should be mentioned:
1. First, in de!ning the implementation environment we were careful not to make it
too powerful, as we could conceal unwanted details of implementation that would,
if uncovered, allow us to distinguish more than bisimulation. However, technically
it should be possible to let a bit more of the implementation be visible, for instance
allowing us to count how many times the search button & is pressed, leading to a
distinction between the states 1 and 2 of Fig. 10, as when taking equivalence to be
synchronization tree isomorphism. Such a distinction would be generally considered
undesirable, although it is easy to think of an environment in which these states
are behaviourally distinct; just think of an implementation sloppy enough so as to
duplicate the label a on a user’s menu if the input program is (using CCS notation),
“a:0+ a:0” instead of just “a:0”.
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2. A second aspect is that image-!niteness is not enough to explain in practice the
implementations we have described; the systems should also be “image-computable”,
meaning that we must be able, for each process p and action , to compute in !nite
time the whole set p ·= {q | p → q}. This is the case for CCS, for instance (with
!nitary sums and guarded recursion). Without such a property one faces the problem
of explaining the actions  ∈ Act themselves, let alone the observations of 2B.
9. Completeness
In this section we deal with the completeness criteria described in Section 3. In par-
ticular we will be able to obtain intrinsic completeness, as introduced in De!nition 3.10,
in the case of QB and 2B. The methods are essentially the same used by [5] in deal-
ing with second and third completeness for ready-simulation. However, the “concrete”
quantale ) seems to be much less tractable, and it will be omitted.
9.1. Preliminaries
This section brieNy recalls some de!nitions and results from locale theory, mainly
with the purpose of !xing terminology and notation. See [19] or [33] for further details.
Denition 9.1. The category Loc is the opposite of Frm. The objects of Loc are called
locales and its morphisms continuous maps (of locales).
Thus a locale is just a frame thought of as an object of Loc.
Denition 9.2. Let A be a locale. A point of A is a continuous map p : 2→A, where
2 is the terminal locale. The set of points of A is written pt(A).
The notion of point is intended to generalize the fact that a point x of a topological
space 〈X;2〉 can be identi!ed with the continuous map
2(x) : 〈{∗}; {∅; {∗}}〉→ 〈X;2〉
such that ∗ 2(x)→ x. Let U ∈ 2. By continuity, we have
x∈U ⇔ 2(x)−1(U )= {∗}:
This fact can be generalized as follows.
Denition 9.3. Let A be a locale and a∈A. We say a point p∈ pt(A) belongs to a,
and write p = a, if p(a)=.
(Warning: this is not standard terminology.)
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Proposition 9.4. Let A be a locale; a; b∈A; S ⊆A and p∈ pt(A). The following prop-
erties hold:
1: p = .
2: p = a ∧ b i5 p = a and p = b.
3: p =
∨
S i5 p = c for some c∈ S. (In particular; p =⊥:)
Proof. Straightforward.
Remark 9.5. The above properties make 〈pt(A); A; = 〉 a topological system [33].
Proposition 9.6. Let {Ai}i∈ I be a family of locales; let B be the coproduct
∐
i Ai
and let C be the product
∏
i Ai (these are respectively the direct product and the
coproduct in Frm).
1: The set pt(B) can be identi3ed with the disjoint union
∐
i pt(Ai); and if p∈ pt(Ai)
we have p = {ai}i if and only if p = ai.
2: The set pt(C) can be identi3ed with the product
∏
i pt(Ai); and if a∈Ai we have
{pi}i = a if and only if pi = a.
(The coproduct
∐
i∈I Ai in Frm can be abstractly presented as
Fr〈A | frame relations in each Ai〉;
where A is the disjoint union of the Ai’s.)
Proof. This follows from [33, Propositions 6.3.3 and 6.4.6].
Denition 9.7. A locale A is spatial if for all a; b∈A we have
a b⇒∃p∈pt(A)(p = a and p = b):
Denition 9.8. A locale is coherent if it is isomorphic to the locale of ideals of a
distributive lattice.
Theorem 9.9 (Johnstone [19]). Any coherent locale is spatial.
9.2. The module 2B (third completeness)
The module 2B is a locale and we de!ne a transition relation →2B on its points by,
for all p; q∈ pt(2B) and  ∈ Act,
p →2B q def⇔∀’∈2B(q = ’ ⇒ p = 〈〉’): (24)
By Theorem 6.11 there is a unique tropological system
UB
def= 〈pt(2B); QB;→; 2B; |=〉
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whose transition relation → extends →2B . Later we will see that there is a sense in
which UB is “universal” for bisimulation. Now we show that its satisfaction relation
coincides with the “belongs-to” relation of the locale:
Theorem 9.10. For all p∈ pt(2B) and ’∈2B,
p|=’ ⇔ p = ’:
Proof. Let U def= {’ ∈ 2B | ∀p∈pt(2B)(p|=’ ⇔ p = ’)}. We show that U coincides with
the whole of 2B by showing that it contains 1 and that it is closed under
∨
, comple-
ments and 〈〉 (for all  ∈ Act), which will conclude the proof. The 〈〉 case requires
spatiality of 2B (2B is coherent and thus spatial). All the others are straightforward,
as we will see.
• 1∈U because p = 1 [by Proposition 9.4(1)] and p|=1 for all p ∈ pt(2B).
• Assume S ⊆U . Then
p|=∨S ⇔ ∃’∈S(p|=’)⇔ ∃’∈S(p = ’)⇔ p = ∨S:
The last equivalence follows from Proposition 9.4.
• Assume ’∈U , with complement ’′. Then,
p|=’′⇔p |= ’ [by Theorem 6.11–2(e)]
⇔p = ’
⇔p = ’′ (by Proposition 9.4):
• For the 〈〉 case recall that for all ’ ∈ 2B,  ∈ Act and p ∈ pt(2B), we have, by
Theorem 6.11,
p|=〈〉’ ⇔ ∃q∈pt(2B)(p →2B q and q|=’):
Assume ’∈U . We prove that 〈〉’∈U , i.e., we prove the equivalence
p|=〈〉’ ⇔ p = 〈〉’:
The left to right implication is immediate:
p|=〈〉’⇔∃q∈pt(2B)(p →2B q and q|=’)
⇔∃q∈pt(2B)[∀ ∈2B(q =  ⇒ p = 〈〉 ) and q = ’]
[by de!nition of →2B (24)]
⇒p = 〈〉’:
The converse implication requires the fact that 2B is spatial. Assume p  |= 〈〉’; that
is, ∀q∈pt(2B)(q|=’ ⇒ p

→2B q). Taking into account the de!nition (24) of →2B and
the fact that ’∈U we obtain
∀q∈pt(2B)[q = ’ ⇒ ∃ ∈2B(q =  and p = 〈〉 )];
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which, by Proposition 9.4(3), can be rewritten
∀q∈pt(2B)(q = ’ ⇒ q =
∨{ ∈ 2B | p = 〈〉 }):
By spatiality of 2B, it follows that
’6
∨{ ∈ 2B | p = 〈〉 };
and thus p = 〈〉’.
Remark 9.11. This result is essentially a corollary of [5, Proposition 6.1.5], since every
B-frame is an RS-frame and the de!nition of →2B in (24) is the same as for the RS-
locales of [5]. However, we preferred to give a direct proof in order to avoid giving
de!nitions of RS-frames, etc., and also hoping to make the paper more self-contained
— which in this case also frees the reader from the overhead of “translating” between
our presentation with tropological systems and the one in [5].
From here to the end of this section, CB denotes the class of all transition systems
〈P;Act ∪ 2B;→0〉
for which there exists some tropological system
〈P;QB;→; 2B; |=〉
whose transition relation → extends →0. In fact, when such a tropological system
exists it is unique, and thus we will abuse language and also write CB for the class of
all tropological systems with module 〈QB; 2B〉.
Let Rel2B be the set of de!ning relations for 2B, as given by Theorem 6.9; that is,
Rel2B = {〈〉’=  · ’ |  ∈ Act and ’ ∈ 2B}:
Theorem 9.12 (Third completeness). Rel2B is complete with respect to CB.
Proof. Completeness requires that whenever ’  in 2B there be a system T in CB
with a state p such that p|=’ and p |=  . Using Theorem 9.10, we will be able to
prove something stronger, namely the system T may be the same for all ’;  . Let
then ’  . Since the locale 2B is spatial, there is a point p ∈ pt(2B) such that p = ’
and p =  . By Theorem 9.10, this means exactly that p|=’ and p |=  in UB, thus
concluding the proof.
Corollary 9.13. The Lindenbaum algebra of HML is initial in B-Lat.
Proof. Let LB be an initial B-lattice and de!ne a map <:= : HML→ LB by
 → ;
’ ∧  → <’= ∧ < =;
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〈〉’ → 〈〉<’=;
¬’ → complement of <’=:
(Below we will treat <:= as a map from HML to 2B because there is an order embedding
LB → 2B.) Now let S be an arbitrary LTS and let B= 〈P;QB;→; 2B; |=〉 be its
extension to a tropological system, as given by Theorem 6.11. It is easy to show that for
all states p of S and formulas ’∈HML we have p |=HML ’ iG p |= <’=, by induction
on the structure of the formulas. Hence, if two formulas ’ and  are equivalent then
p |= <’= if and only if p |= < = for all p∈P. Since S is arbitrary, by third completeness
we conclude that <’== < =, and thus the unique B-lattice homomorphism from LB to
the Lindenbaum algebra of HML is injective. Clearly, it is also surjective, and that
concludes the proof.
9.3. The quantale QB (second completeness)
Second completeness is handled in a similar way to the “history-free” case of ready-
simulation (Qhf ) [5], as follows.
Denition 9.14. Let s= 1 · : : : · n ∈Act∗. De!ne the locale 2(s)B by
2(s)B = Fr〈’(i)(’∈2B; 06i6n) |
for each i, the frame relations in 2B are preserved in the ’(i)’s,
’(i+1)6(〈i+1〉’)(i)〉:
As a frame, 2(s)B is a quotient of the coproduct of n+1 copies of 2B; that is, it is a
sublocale of the product locale (2B)n+1. The points of the latter bijectively correspond
to tuples 〈p0; : : : ; pn〉 of points of 2B, and
〈p0; : : : ; pn〉=’(i) ⇔ pi =’:
The points of 2(s)B are those tuples for which
〈p0; : : : ; pn〉=’(i+1) ⇒ 〈p0; : : : ; pn〉=(〈i+1〉’)(i);
that is, if pi+1 =’ then pi =〈i+1〉’. According to (24), this is equivalent to saying that
pi
i+1→2B pi+1.
Let LB be an initial B-lattice. It is not hard to see that the frame 2
(s)
B is isomorphic
to Idl(L(s)B ), where L
(s)
B is the distributive lattice generated by elements x
(i) (x∈LB and
06i6n) with the relations x(i+1)6(〈i+1〉x)(i) and preserving the lattice relations of
LB in the x(i)’s. Hence, 2
(s)
B is coherent.










B and the isomorphism is de!ned from left to right as
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the unique quantale homomorphism that extends a certain map de!ned on the set of
generators Act ∪ 2B, the only diGerence now being that we must also check that the
relations []’ · = []’ ·  · ’ are respected by the map, which is simple.
This result tells us that QB is a frame (although its meet is not multiplication),
because the direct product of frames is a frame and any order isomorphism preserves
meets. Explicitely, the meets in QB are as follows:
(’0 · 1 · ’1 · : : : · n · ’n) ∧ ( 0 · .1 ·  1 · : : : · .m ·  m)
=
{
(’0 ·  0) · 1 · (’1 ·  1) · : : : · n · (’n ·  n) if 1 · 2 · : : : · n=.1 · .2 · : : : · .m;
⊥ otherwise.
(Meets of other elements of QB follow by distributivity.)
For each s= 1 · 2 · : : : · n, the set of elements of the form∨
i
’i0 · 1 · ’i1 · : : : · n · ’in
is a subframe, and in fact it is isomorphic to 2(s)B , with
’(i)
∼=→ 1 · 2 · : : : · i · ’ · i+1 · : : : · n: (25)
As a locale, QB is isomorphic to the coproduct of the locales 2
(s)
B , s∈Act∗, and
thus we may take pt(QB) to be the disjoint union of the sets pt(2
(s)
B ); we will represent
points of QB as pairs 〈p; s〉, with s∈Act∗ and p∈ pt(2(s)B ).
Now let P be the disjoint union pt(QB)  pt(2B). We de!ne a relation →QB to be
the least transition relation over P such that, for all ∈Act,
〈〈p0; p1; : : : ; pn〉; s〉 →QB 〈〈p1; : : : ; pn〉; s〉; (26)
〈〈p0; : : : ; pn〉; s〉 →QB q if p0 →2B q, (27)
p →QB q if p →2B q. (28)
By Theorem 6.11 there exists a unique tropological system
VB
def= 〈P;QB;→; 2B; |=〉
whose transition relation extends →QB .
The following two lemmas correspond closely to [5, 6.2.9.1 and 6.2.9.2].
Lemma 9.16. (1) If p∈ pt(2B) then p |=’ in VB if and only if p=’.
(2) 〈〈p0; : : : ; pn〉; s〉 |=’ in VB if and only if p0 =’.
Proof. By Theorem 9.10, proving (1) is equivalent to showing that p |=’ in VB if and
only if p |=’ in UB. Let us write these conditions as p |=V ’ and p |=U ’, respectively,
and assume that the equivalence p |=V ’ ⇔ p |=U ’ holds for a given ’∈2B and all
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p∈ pt(2B). We obtain
p |=V 〈〉’⇔∃q∈P(p →QB q and q |=V ’)
⇔∃q∈pt(2B)(p →2B q and q |=V ’) (by (26)–(28))
⇔∃q∈pt(2B)(p →2B q and q |=U ’) (by hypothesis)
⇔p |=U 〈〉’:
From here it follows that the set
U def= {’∈2B | ∀p∈pt(2B)(p |=V ’ ⇔ p |=U ’)}
is closed under 〈〉. Obtaining a similar result for 1, ∨ and complements is straight-
forward, and thus U =2B.
Now we prove (2), which can be done by showing that the set
U def= {’∈2B | ∀〈p; s〉(〈p; s〉 |=’ ⇔ p0 |=’)}
coincides with 2B. Again, we will only see that it is closed under 〈〉. Assume, in VB,
that 〈p; s〉 |=’ holds if and only if p0 |=’ holds, for a given ’∈2B and all 〈p; s〉 ∈P.
It is simple to see that
p0 |= 〈〉’ ⇒ 〈p; s〉 |= 〈〉’;
for, by (26)–(28), if p0
→QB q then both q∈ pt(2B) and 〈p; s〉 →QB q, and thus
∃q∈P(p0 →QB q and q |=’) ⇒ ∃q∈P(〈p; s〉 →QB q and q |=’):
For the reverse implication assume 〈p; s〉 |= 〈〉’, that is,
∃q∈P(〈p; s〉 →QB q and q |=’):
We prove that p0 |= 〈〉’ by induction on the length of s. If s=1 then 〈p; s〉 (=
〈〈p0〉; 1〉) →QB q if and only if q∈ pt(2B) and p0 →QB q. Hence, p0 |= 〈〉’. If s= t
then there are only two possibilities: either q∈ pt(2B), in which case also p0 →QB q,
or q= 〈〈p1; : : : ; pn〉; t〉 and p0 →QB p1. In the !rst case the result is immediate; in the
second we use induction in order to conclude that p1 |=’.
Lemma 9.17. Let p def= 〈p0; : : : ; pn〉. If a∈2(s)B then
〈p; s〉 ,s(a)→ 〈pn; 1〉 in VB if and only if p=a in 2(s)B .
[Here ,s is the isomorphism of (25).]




i0 ∧ · · · ∧ ’(n)in , and ,s(a)=∨
i ’i0 · 1 · : : : · n · ’in. Thus we seek to prove that
∃i(〈p; s〉
’i0·1·:::·n·’in−−−−−−−→〈pn; 1〉) ⇔ ∃i(p0 =’i0 and : : : and pn =’in);
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and it suRces to show that for all ’0; : : : ; ’n ∈2B
〈p; s〉 ’0·1·:::·n·’n−−−−−−→〈pn; 1〉 ⇔ p0 =’0 and : : : and pn =’n;
which we do by induction on the length of s. In the base case, s=1, we have ’0 =’n
(so we write just ’), and
〈p; s〉 ’→ 〈pn; 1〉(= 〈p; s〉) ⇔ 〈p; s〉 |=’ ⇔ p0(= p)=’;
where the second equivalence follows from Lemma 9.16(2). Now let s= 1s′. The
condition
〈p; s〉 ’0·1·:::·’n−−−−−→〈pn; 1〉
holds if and only if there exists some x∈P such that
〈p; s〉 ’0·1−→ x and x ’1·2·:::·’n−−−−−→〈pn; 1〉: (29)
From the transition on the right it follows that x must be a pair 〈q; s′〉 and thus, from
the one on the left, we get x= 〈〈p1; : : : ; pn〉; s′〉. By induction we obtain
x
’1·2·:::·’n−−−−−→〈pn; 1〉 ⇔ p1 =’1 and : : : and pn =’n;
and the transition on the left in (29) is equivalent to 〈p; s〉 ’0→ (because 〈p; s〉 1→ x always
holds), or, equivalently, to 〈p; s〉 |=’0, and !nally, by Lemma 9.16(2), to p0 =’0.
Let RelQB be the set of de!ning relations of QB — i.e., the relations of the form
 · ’= 〈〉 · ’ · ’ and [] · = [] ·  ·  , and the quantale (frame) relations that
hold in 2B. We can at last prove:
Theorem 9.18 (Second completeness). RelQB is complete with respect to CB.
Proof. Completeness requires that whenever a b in QB there be a system in CB with
states p and q such that p a→ q and p
b
→ q. Just as for third completeness, we will
be able to prove something stronger, namely the system may be the same for all a; b;





B and thus it follows that as bs for some s∈Act∗, where
as and bs are the 2
(s)
B -components of a and b, respectively. By spatiality of 2
(s)
B there
must be a point p∈ pt(2(s)B ) such that p=as but p = bs. By the previous lemma, this
means that 〈p; s〉 as→ 〈pn; 1〉 and 〈p; s〉
bs→ 〈pn; 1〉, whence it follows that 〈p; s〉 a→ 〈pn; 1〉
and 〈p; s〉
b
→ 〈pn; 1〉, because a=
∨
s as and b=
∨
s bs and because, by (26)–(28), if
s = t then 〈p; s〉
bt→ 〈pn; 1〉.
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9.4. Intrinsic completeness
It is worth noting that completeness in this case is “intrinsic” in the sense that CB
is not an arbitrary class of systems, but instead consists of all the systems compatible
with the de!ning relations of QB and 2B. In the notation of Section 3.2, CB is precisely
the class CAct∪2BRelQB ;Rel2B . Thus, following the terminology of De!nition 3.10, we state:
Theorem 9.19. 〈RelQB ;Rel2B〉 is complete.
9.5. Remarks
Here we make a few comments regarding the system UB of Section 9.2. We proved
(Theorem 6.12) that any states p and q of a tropological system S= 〈P;QB;→; 2B; |=〉
that are bisimilar (with respect to Act) are equivalent in S. The converse holds for
image-closed systems (Theorem 6.16). It also holds in UB, even without having to
worry about image-closedness, because it follows from Theorem 9.10 that equivalence
in UB is just equality. Thus we may state:
Theorem 9.20. Let p and q be states of UB. The following conditions are equivalent:
1: p ∼ q;
2: p ∼B q (wrt Act);
3: p= q:
Now let S=〈P;QB;→; 2B; |=〉 be a tropological system. Recall that, by Theorem 6.11,
p |=’∧ if and only if both p |=’ and p |=  (p∈P), and thus the map <p= : 2B → 2
given by
’ →  def⇔ p |=’
is a frame homomorphism, i.e., a point of pt(2B) (preservation of joins and top holds
for any tropological system). Hence, there is exactly one morphism 9 :S→ UB with
)(9)= 1QB and +(9)= 12B , for in this case the satisfaction condition yields
p |=’ ⇔ pt(9)(p) |=’[⇔ pt(9)(p)=’];
that is, pt(9)(p)= <p=. We may thus view pt(2B) as a semantic domain for processes
(states of tropological systems over 〈QB; 2B〉). Besides, this semantic domain has an
operational semantics in its own right, since it also forms a tropological system, and
we view the latter as a “universal system” for bisimulation.
10. Discussion
The application of quantales to process semantics in this paper follows the ideas
introduced in [5], of which our treatment of bisimulation provides an extension.
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The present work had the novelty of making explicit the idea of implementation,
which is hidden in [5] perhaps because it is much simpler there than in the case of
bisimulation. Apart from that, the paper also diGers from [5] by using tropological
systems, which, besides being responsible for many diGerences of a technical nature,
were the tool used in the !rst place in order to de!ne implementations. See [30] for
more details about categories of tropological systems.
We hope the results reported here help clarify the sense in which bisimulation can
be considered a “behaviourally reasonable” process equivalence: on the one hand it
seems to be reasonable, at least in the case of image-computable systems, because
it is possible to have an interface according to which the behaviourally equivalent
machines are precisely the strongly bisimilar ones; on the other hand, such interfaces
are unusual in practice, and indeed one can probably obtain equivalences even stronger
than bisimulation by using more outlandish interfaces. Hence, “reasonability” is more
a matter of practical rather than theoretical concern.
This paper also serves the purpose of assessing the framework in [5] and tropological
systems with respect to their applicability to general process semantics. In this sense,
further lines of research include the study of weak equivalences like weak bisimula-
tion [24] or branching bisimulation [13] (or indeed any of the 155 equivalences studied
in [11]!), perhaps using the unstable tropological systems introduced in [30], and also
non-interleaving equivalences such as pomset bisimulation or ST-bisimulation [12].
See [30] for work on tropological systems for some linear time non-interleaving equiv-
alences.
There is an aspect in which our extension of [5] to bisimulation still deserves further
attention: the completeness criteria were only studied in the case of the abstract module
〈QB; 2B〉. It remains an open question whether the completeness criteria can be met
by the quantale ) and a suitable )-module.
We conclude with a few comments about Theorem 6.11. This theorem gives us a
tropological system whose transition relation extends that of S to the whole quantale
QB, but, furthermore, it tells us that the extension is unique. Such uniqueness is a
consequence of nothing but the fact that the algebraic structure of QB and 2B must be
respected in the construction of B, which indicates that we have managed to character-
ize such uniqueness algebraically (or logically); that is, the quantale QB and the module
2B contain a speci3cation of how any system (de!ned by an arbitrary transition relation
over Act) can be observed in such a way that the resulting equivalence of behaviour is
strong bisimilarity. This point of view was not addressed in [5], but it can be applied to
other notions of process equivalence and, in general, to the speci!cation of concurrent
systems. The latter idea was preliminarily addressed in [29] and later in [30, 31].
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